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Reversible Ombré
Alpaca Blend
Ruana (page 3)
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EVERY PURCHASE MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Unique gifts that empower artisans, preserve traditions, and spread happiness worldwide.

Happy Holidays!
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Take a journey around
the world with us...
empower artisans
and spread some
happiness today!

100% Alpaca
zip-front
hooded
cardigan

TEXTILE MARKET RETABLO
A lively market scene bursts with colorful textiles. Peruvian
master artisan Julio Gallardo handcrafts the frame from tornillo
wood while inside, he hand-paints ceramic figures who weave
and manage a market stall selling textiles. Table or wall display,
includes metal hanger on the back. 13”H x 8”W closed.
A. #387371 Textile Market Retablo $429.95

EXPLORE

EMPOWER

B

IMPACT

C

D. REVERSIBLE OMBRÉ ALPACA BLEND RUANA

E. REGAL ALPACA HOODIE SWEATER

Isidoro C’cahuantico weaves soft alpaca into a reversible cape dyed in
tonal shades with an ombré effect. Made in Peru. 55% alpaca, 45%
acrylic. Dry clean only. One size. 29.5” L from shoulder x 50” W. See more colors on

Peruvian designer Ana Fernandez knits regal motifs in cherry red over
warm black in this cozy zip-front hooded cardigan. Made in Peru. Dry
clean. S, M, L, XL, XXL. Medium is 25.5” L.
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#383433 Regal Alpaca Hoodie Sweater $169.00

#333937 Burgundy to Red $124.95
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B. THREE KINGS GOURD OWLS

C. CHRISTMAS STAR WIND CHIME

F. CLARET SUNBURST EARRINGS

G. SISODIA GARNET BRACELET

In a quaint twist on the Three Kings of the Christmas story, Margarita and
Martha crown three charming owls crafted from dried gourds. Made in
Peru. Color, size and shape may vary. Each approx 3.25” H x 2.5” W

Enjoy the festive sound of these delicate wind chimes, handcrafted
in Bali, Indonesia, from colored cut glass and driftwood. The
tumbled glass leaves cascade in a Christmas tree shape, topped
with a hand-cut metal Star of Bethlehem. A great holiday gift that
can be hung indoors or outdoors. 28”H x 10”W.

Set in gleaming 18k gold-plated sterling silver, a cabochon teardrop
of claret-hued garnet is surrounded by marquise-cut garnets in these
stunning earrings by Indian jeweler Mahavir. It’s easy to see why
pursuit of gemstone jewelry defined the rise and fall of empires in
India for millenia.2”L x 1”W.

Named for an 18th-century maharani, our delicate bracelet recalls
the flower beds of the Sisodia Rani Garden just outside Jaipur.
Handcrafted in Jaipur, India, using faceted garnet, January’s birthstone,
set in 22 karat gold vermeil. Adjustable 7.75” - 8” L.

#362276 Christmas Star Wind Chime $44.95

#232942 Claret Sunburst Earrings $124.95

#316828 Three Kings Gourd Owls $36.95
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#161481 Sisodia Garnet Bracelet $199.00

Order online: novicacatalog.com

Call: 1.800.347.3147
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A. NORTH POLE BAMBOO DUCKS - SET OF 3

B. COZY KITTEN ORNAMENTS

E. PERUVIAN NATIVITY SCENE (8 PCS)

F. GUATEMALAN HUMMINGBIRDS

Bringing holiday charm to your decor, Santa and his team come to
life as ducks. Susi Santi depicts Santa Claus, Rudolph and an elf, all
hand-carved from natural bamboo root. Made in Indonesia. Grain,
color and size may vary. Santa 7.75” H, Rudolph 4.3” H

Artisans in India craft a set of 6 felted wool kitten ornaments. Each
feline is keeping warm in a colorful winter coat and cozy scarf.
The set features cats of assorted colors and breeds and arrives in a
storage bag. Each 4” L.

Handcrafted in Peru by John Barrow, this nativity scene depicts
Epiphany, when the Three Kings came to pay tribute to little Jesus.
Mary and Joseph watch over the Christ child as he sleeps peacefully
in a manger. Ishpingo wood. 8 pcs. Tallest piece 7” H.

#363529 North Pole Bamboo Ducks $39.95

#363139 Cozy Kitten Ornaments $29.95

#186363 Peruvian Nativity Scene $129.95

Guatemala’s José Arriola inherited his love for craft from his
father, an award-winning woodcarver, and his mother, one of five
generations of ceramicists. Here José applies his signature vibrant
style to captivating hummingbird ornaments. The set of 6 comes in a
hand-loomed cotton pouch. Approx. 3.5”L
E. #264159 Guatemalan Hummingbirds $49.95

Make This season exTra special
C

D
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C. GUATEMALAN CHRISTMAS STARS

D. PERUVIAN GOURD OWL ORNAMENTS

G. MEXICAN ALEBRIJE ORNAMENTS

H. COZY PUPPY ORNAMENTS

Guatemala’s José Arriola inherited his love for craft from his
father, an award-winning woodcarver, and his mother, one of five
generations of ceramicists. Here José applies his signature vibrant
style to stylized Christmas stars. Approx 2.75” W.

These sweet bird ornaments are handcrafted in Peru by motherand-daughter artisan team Margarita and Martha from dried mate
gourds. Each owl will vary slightly. The set of three arrives nestled in
a storage box. Approx. 3.5” L.

Alebrijes are fantastical folk art sculptures from Oaxaca, first crafted
in the 1930s by artist Pedro Linares. Here we present a set of 5
hearts by Claudio Ojeda, all hand carved of copal wood and brightly
handpainted. Approx. 1.5”W.

Artisans in India handcraft a set of felted wool puppies, all ready for
a winter’s walk in their coats and scarves. The set of 6 features dogs
of assorted colors and breeds and arrives in a storage bag.

#176478 Guatemalan Christmas Stars $39.95

#247731 Peruvian Gourd Owl Ornaments $29.95

#298636 Mexican Alebrije Ornaments $49.95

#363138 Cozy Puppy Ornaments $29.95
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Each approx. 4” L.

Order online: novicacatalog.com

Call: 1.800.347.3147
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Our 100% super soft
merino wool sweater
will keep you
stylishly warm and
cozy wherever the

Berry

F

winds may blow.
A. MERINO WOOL COWL NECK SWEATER
A thick cable knit and cowl neck styling result
in a sweater that will keep you warm no matter
the winter weather. The ultra-soft 100%
merino wool pullover is made in County Mayo,
Ireland. Dry clean. Natural (NR) shown, Berry (BR). S (4-6),
M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 24.5” L

#384893 Merino Wool Cowl Neck Sweater $175.00

A

B. MIDNIGHT GARDEN SHAWL
Against a midnight sky, colorful flowers burst
into life amid paisleys and vines. Bordered
with jacquard patterns which mimic a brocade
ribbon, the soft and drapey shawl is both casual
and dressy. Dry clean. Imported. 80”L x 28.5”W.

E

#375625 Midnight Garden Shawl $59.95

C. SNOW FLOWER RUBY NECKLACE
Centered by a faceted oval ruby, a gleaming
flower of sparkling sterling silver hangs gently
from a cable chain. Made in India by Parul.
Chain 18”L, pendant 1”L.

#373618 Snow Flower Ruby Necklace $69.95

D. INDIAN LABRADORITE EARRINGS
By Neetu Barathi, modern drop earrings showcase
labradorite’s innate beauty. The faceted stones total some
12 carats and are set in sterling silver. Hook earrings. Natural
stone may vary in color and variegation. 1” L

G

#342321 Indian Labradorite Earrings $46.95

E. THAI MARCASITE LINK BRACELET

B

Inspired by traditional Thai design, Narinee crafts a stunning
bracelet in sterling silver. The links are abstract silver hearts set
with marcasite. Fold-over clasp. Made in Thailand. 7” L x 0.25” W

C

Gorgeous faceted
gemstone ruby

#342872 Thai Marcasite Link Bracelet $129.95

F. HANDWOVEN COTTON PONCHO
Handwoven on the backstrap loom, purple and rose cotton
combine with black and white in a beautiful and intricate
poncho. Guatemalan weaver Elena Ixtamer uses natural dyes
derived from plants and flowers. Machine wash. Imported.
One size. 33” L from shoulder x 37” W

#383070 Handwoven Cotton Poncho $84.95
#352232 Lily of the Incas Blouse - White (see page 11) $69.95

G. BRASS HALF LOTUS POSE SCULPTURE
Seated in the half-lotus position, a young woman meditates
in this serene brass sculpture by Ning Charoensri. Made in
Thailand. 7.75” H x 6.25” W
#378417 Brass Half Lotus Pose Sculpture $129.95
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Order online: novicacatalog.com

Call: 1.800.347.3147
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Rich vibrant
gemstones

GEMSTONE STUD EARRINGS
Vibrant gemstones sparkle in sterling silver settings in petite post
earrings handcrafted by Narinee in Thailand. Each approx 0.25” D

B

D. #376582 Ruby $39.95
E. #376584 Emerald $39.95
F. #376585 Sapphire $39.95

G. LOVELY GARDEN LACE BLOUSE
A black rayon blouse depicts Balinese flora in colorful free-hand
machine embroidery. By Made Suciati, the top features lacy
openwork and cap sleeves. Made in Indonesia. Hand wash or
dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 24” L
#363945 Lovely Garden Lace Blouse $64.95

H. MEXICAN BIRDS GARLAND
Ten colorful floral doves alight on a decorative garland,
handcrafted and hand-painted by Jaime Hernandez. Made in
Mexico. Aluminum alloy. 46” L
#379872 Mexican Birds Garland $89.95

A. EMBELLISHED EVENING JACKET

C

This fabulous black jacket from Vijay Singh is embellished with
metallic sequins and seed beads. They border the neck and sleeves
to create dramatic motifs for maximum glam. Made in India. 100%
polyester including lining. Dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),
XXL (20-22). Medium is 25.5” L

#365633 Embellished Evening Jacket $89.95

B. ROSE GOLD & BLUE TOPAZ HOOP EARRINGS
Bathed in 18k rose gold, sterling silver half hoops reveal hammered
textures. Balinese artisan Nyoman Ariawan adds the sparkle of cool
blue topaz. Post earrings. Made in Indonesia. 1.5” D

H

I. BALINESE AMETHYST CUFF
Balinese silversmith Wayan Sarjana
elaborates on an ancient Indonesian
design of floral scrolls that frame a
faceted amethyst in this exquisite
sterling silver bracelet. Handmade
in Indonesia. Approx. 6”L x 1”W.
#62879 Balinese Amethyst Cuff $99.95

#341073 Rose Gold & Blue Topaz Hoop Earrings $79.95

C. GOLD DOUBLE SHELL NECKLACE
Bali’s Ari Gunawan crafts an elegant necklace in 18k gold plated
sterling silver. Two chains of different lengths host ornate sea shell
pendants. Spring ring clasp. Chain 18” and 21.5” L. Each pendant 0.75” L.
#374185 Gold Double Shell Necklace $129.95
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Order online: novicacatalog.com

Call: 1.800.347.3147
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B. LILY OF THE INCAS BUTTON-FRONT BLOUSE

A

The colorful genus of flowers known as lily
of the Incas was the inspiration for the handembroidered design of this organic cotton blouse.
Peruvian artisans hand-stitch flowers along with
soutache embroidery and crochet lace details at
the bust and cuffs. Button-and-loop closures and
a V-neck collar. 100% organic cotton. Machine
wash. Imported. Women’s S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),

B

XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 27.5” L.

A. PERUVIAN WILDFLOWER
ALPACA-BLEND CLOAK
Versatile with lightweight warmth,
this alpaca-blend cloak is great for
travel in changeable climates.
Modeled after the Andean ruana,
a traditional style of draped
cloak, its pattern of contrasting
colors of flowers is inspired by
the wildlife of the Peruvian
mountainside. The generous
attached scarf and button
front keep you warm when
winds pick up. Made by
artisans in Peru from a blend
of alpaca, sheep’s wool,
and acrylic. Hand wash or
dry clean. 50% alpaca, 45%
acrylic, 5% wool.
Approx. 46”W x 32.5” L.

#311329 Peruvian Wildflower
Alpaca-Blend
Cloak - Red $149.95
#313344 Peruvian Wildflower
Alpaca-Blend
Cloak - Gray $149.95
#187672 Peruvian Wildflower
Alpaca-Blend
Cloak - Blue $149.95

#352232
#352233
#374504
#374505
#374506

Lily
Lily
Lily
Lily
Lily

of
of
of
of
of

the
the
the
the
the

Incas
Incas
Incas
Incas
Incas

Blouse
Blouse
Blouse
Blouse
Blouse

-

White $69.95
Chambray $69.95
Turquoise $69.95
Navy $69.95
Red $69.95

C

C. KOLKATA CROSS NECKLACE
Garnet, citrine, iolite, peridot, and amethyst
surround a central blue topaz in this sterling silver
pendant. The gems are hand-cut in Jaipur and
hand-set in Kolkata. Inspired by the works of
Mother Teresa, who spent much of her life
ministering in Kolkata.
15.75”L; pendant: 1.25”L x 0.75”W.

Chambray

#142737 Kolkata Cross Necklace $79.95

D

Turquoise

Red

Navy

E

E. GUARDIAN ANGEL SCULPTURE
Using native suar wood, Balinese
sculptor Eka carves an angelic
figure cradling a baby. A reminder
to those that believe, a greater
presence watches over us. 13” H.

Attached scarf
is included to
keep you cozy as

#386650 Guardian Angel
Sculpture $79.95

temperatures drop
D. SPARKLE MULTIGEM SILVER LINK BRACELET
More than 21 carats of garnet, citrine, peridot,
iolite and amethyst bring a rainbow of color to
this sterling silver bracelet created by Indian artisan
Neeru Goel. The design is inspired by Rangwali
Holi, the Hindu festival where friends and strangers
playfully douse each other with vivid colored
powders in a celebration of renewal, reconciliation,
and thanksgiving. Hook clasp. 7.5” L x 0.5” W.
#98138 Sparkle Multigem Silver Link Bracelet $169.00
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Easy elegance

D. PAISLEY FLOURISH WOOL JACKET
A. JAUJA ALPACA CARDIGAN

A

Lacy patterns on our alpaca-blend
cardigan are inspired by the Baroque
and Rococo architecture of the 1564
Jauja Cathedral. Features a hidden front
zipper. Made in Peru. 50% alpaca, 50%
acrylic. Hand wash or dry clean. Women’s
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14),XL (16-18),
XXL (20-22). Medium is 24” L.

The Persian pattern we know as paisley first made
its way to Europe as Kashmiri shawls, brought by
Silk Road traders in the 1700s. Here the pattern
decorates a lined, no-closure wool jacket that makes
a distinctive alternative to a blazer. Made in India.
100% wool. Dry clean. Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10),

D

that flows from
day to night

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 27.5” L.

#301910 Paisley Flourish Wool Jacket $165.00

#362259 Jauja Alpaca Cardigan $169.00

B. KASHMIRI NIGHT SKY TUNIC

E

Drawing inspiration from classic Kashmiri
paisley patterns, India’s Vijay Singh
presents this subtly glittering tunic. A
gray and gold block-print pattern graces
the sheer sleeves and cotton-lined body,
while the neckline is fully embellished
with sequins, seed beads, and bugle
beads. Features elastic-cuff sleeves and
a delicate tassel at the split-V neckline.
100% viscose chiffon, cotton lining. Dry
clean only. Imported. S (4-6), M (8-10),
L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).
Medium is 29.5” L.

#354630 Kashmiri Night Sky Tunic $69.95

E. BALINESE PEARL HOOP EARRINGS

C

B

Inspired by the tight curls in depictions of the
Buddha at Java’s Borobudur Temple, jewelry artisan
Zayd Makarim creates these intricate hoop earrings
by using the lost-wax technique. Handmade in Bali,
Indonesia. Sterling silver with cultured freshwater
pearls. Approx. 1.25”L.
#118904 Balinese Pearl Hoop Earrings $99.95

Our Best
Selling Shawl

F. HIMALAYAN HEIRLOOM SHAWL

F

Originally a
religious symbol of
life and eternity

Teal (TE)

this swirling
teardrop pattern
spread from Persia
to India. Europe

Along with the breathtaking
mountain landscape, the
Kashmir region is renowned
for its master weavers. Local
artisans evoke Kashmir’s
inspirational gardens in this
traditional wool shawl, with its
pattern of swirling flora and
earthy bands of color. Comes
in an organza gift bag. Made
in India. 100% wool. Dry clean.
77” L x 28” W.

later embraced
the pattern and

#166096 Himalayan Heirloom
Shawl - Brown $64.95

it came to be

#359562 Himalayan Heirloom
Shawl - Teal $64.95

known as paisley,
after the Scottish
C. FRANGIPANI CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE
Balinese artisan Buana creates this sterling silver pendant
with delicate wirework that cradles a cultured freshwater
pearl. The pendant centers a sterling silver Venetian box
chain. Necklace: 19.75”L; pendant approx. 1.5”L.
#219291 Frangipani Cultured Pearl Necklace $54.95
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town that became
the 19th-century
manufacturing home
of this ancient
design.

Order online: novicacatalog.com

Call: 1.800.347.3147
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100% alpaca
A
Merlot (ML)

B

cardigan with

D

patterns front
and back

Black (BK)

F
C
E

A

A. BOTEH EMBROIDERED SILK JACKET

D. SILVER HARMONY BALL NECKLACE

Boteh, mango leaf, even Welsh pear—the pattern most
commonly known as paisley in the West goes by many
different names. The teardrop-shaped, abstract floral comes
in infinite variations, and here a sampling is embroidered
on a jacket of silk dupioni. Dupioni is often woven with
different colors in the warp and weft to create an iridescent
effect. Features split sleeves that can be folded back. Rayon
lining. No closure. Made in India. 100% silk. Dry clean.

Sterling tendrils embrace a brass chime in a harmony
ball necklace from Sukartini. Also called “angel
necklaces,” these are often worn by pregnant women.
The sounds are thought to soothe the mother and
baby. Lobster claw clasp. Chain 39” L, Pendant 1.25” Dia.

Teal (TE), Merlot (ML, online) or Black (BK). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14),

Balinese Hindus frequently leave offerings of rice
and flowers in baskets woven of pandan leaves to
show gratitude to the gods. This sterling silver cuff is
skillfully woven in the same fashion. 6.5”L x 1”W.

XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 24.5” L.

#301807 Boteh Embroidered Silk Jacket $159.00

B. BALINESE SONGKET EARRINGS
Dewa Arimbawa evokes draped Balinese songket cloth in
sterling silver earrings. A traditional handwoven silk brocade
with gold or silver threads, songket was reserved for royalty
and nobles. Made in Indonesia. 1.75” L
#295025 Balinese Songket Earrings $39.95

C. HANDCRAFTED CHILEAN TURQUOISE JEWELRY
Meticulously handmade from start to finish, this ensemble
places hand-cut turquoise from the Andes mountains in
stunning sterling silver settings. Handmade in Chile.
Necklace: 18”L. Earrings: 1”L.

#305832 Chilean Turquoise Necklace $259.00
#305833 Chilean Turquoise Earrings $49.00
#301928 Chilean Turquoise Bracelet (online) $149.00

#383253 Silver Harmony Ball Necklace $129.95

E. BALINESE WOVEN STERLING SILVER BRACELET

#220241 Balinese Woven Sterling Silver Bracelet $129.95

H

F. MIDNIGHT FLORAL LONG CARDIGAN
Colorful flowers bloom up from the hem of a long
black cardigan. Ana Fernandez works in luxurious
alpaca fleece, once reserved for Andean royalty. Button
front. Made in Peru. 100% alpaca. Dry clean.
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 35” L

#368023 Midnight Floral Long Cardigan $199.00

G

GOSSAMER BABY ALPACA SCARVES
Gossamer thin with an open weave pattern, our
gorgeous 100% baby alpaca scarf is warm, soft and
flattering. Made in Peru by Alfredo Falcon. 100%
alpaca. Hand wash. 59” L x 17.75” W.
G. #306258 Petal Pink $39.95
H. #306261 Steel Blue $39.95
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A

Effortless style,

B

this season’s most popular ombré
shaded ruana – fully reversible and
available in multiple colors.

A. APRÈS-SKI SWEATER
Perfect for hitting the slopes or après-ski, this vintageinspired alpaca sweater is both lightweight and warm.
Art knit motifs in sky blue and goldenrod on the
ivory trim add visual interest to the classic navy blue
sweater. Made by Fernando Cano in Peru. 100%
alpaca with nylon blend trim. Dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10),

E
G

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL(20-22). Medium is 24.5” L

#368345 Après-ski Sweater $154.00

B. SEA TURTLE FAMILY NECKLACE
Designed by Putu Gede Darmawan, this charming
necklace depicts a family of sea turtles in sterling silver.
Faceted citrine forms the bodies of the baby turtles.
Lobster claw clasp. Made in Indonesia.

F

Chain 20” L. Pendant 1.5” L

#346764 Sea Turtle Family Necklace $99.95

C. URBAN MINIMALISM EARRINGS

Vintage

With a gently curved shape and a brushed satin
finish, these modern, minimalist earrings can make
a statement on their own. Handcrafted of 18k gold
plate and sterling silver by Desi Antari in Bali. 1.5”L.

style, soft

#358925 Urban Minimalism Earrings - Gold $37.95

and cozy

#247966 Urban Minimalism Earrings - Sterling Silver $27.95

alpaca

#358926 Urban Minimalism Earrings - Rose Gold $37.95

D. MOUNTAIN LLAMA LEATHER SLING

C

Embossed by hand on brown leather, Andean llamas
adorn a russet and dark brown suede sling bag by
Kathiana Quispe. A side zipper pocket holds small
items. Single, poly lined, inner compartment. Made in
Peru. Bag 9.5” H x 7.75” W. Adjust Strap 47” - 55” L
#379643 Mountain Llama Leather Sling $54.95

D
REVERSIBLE OMBRÉ ALPACA BLEND RUANAS
The Peruvian ruana evolved as a warm and versatile
wrap in the Andean highlands. Isidoro C’cahuantico
weaves soft alpaca into a reversible cape dyed in tonal
shades with an ombré effect. Made in Peru. 55%
alpaca, 45% acrylic. Dry clean only. One size. 29.5” L from
shoulder x 50” W

E. #333934 Black to Tan $124.95
F. #333936 Taupe to Cream $124.95
G. #333933 Navy to Emerald $124.95
#333937 Burgundy to Red (online) $124.95
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A

Soft & warm,

C

stylish &
comfortable,
100% Peruvian
Alpaca

Tan

D

A
D

A. PERUVIAN ROMANCE ALPACA CARDIGAN
Alpaca fleece has been worn in the Andes since
the days of the Inca Empire. Softer, lighter, and
more insulating than sheep’s wool, alpaca is
also hypoallergenic. Peruvian textile designer
Ana Fernandez presents her own take on
this special fiber in colorful jacquard motifs.
Coconut shell buttons. 100% alpaca. Hand
wash or dry clean. Imported. S (4-6), M (8-10),
L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 30.5” L.

C. SPARKLING DEW TOPAZ EARRINGS

#358121 Peruvian Romance Alpaca
Cardigan - Tan $159.00

Gentle blue topaz teardrops sparkle within a frame of
sterling silver jawan granulation, a traditional Balinese
technique. Handcrafted in Indonesia by Komang
Wijayana. 1.25”L.

#358120 Peruvian Romance Alpaca
Cardigan - Indigo $159.00

#216197 Sparkling Dew Topaz Earrings $54.95
#273213 Sparkling Dew Amethyst Earrings (online) $54.95

B. MAH-JONGG GUEST SOAPS - SET OF 12

D. ANDEAN POINSETTIA ALPACA CARDIGAN

The perfect gift for a mah-jongg enthusiast or
anyone with a taste for the whimsical, our set
of almond-scented guest soaps replicates 12
tiles from this classic Chinese game of skill and
strategy. Mah-jongg became a national craze
when an American importer developed a set of
simplified rules in the early 1920s.

Synonymous with the Andes Mountains of Peru,
alpaca wool is long prized for its hypoallergenic,
lightweight warmth. This sweater by designer
Fernando Cano is knit with intricate geometric motifs.
Cedar wood buttons add a natural touch. 100%
alpaca. Hand wash cold or dry clean. Imported. S (4-6),

#268487 Peruvian Romance Alpaca
Cardigan - Cherry $159.00

Each approx. 1.5”L x 1.25”W; 1 oz.

#301824 Mah-jongg Guest Soaps - Set of 12 $37.95

B

M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 24.5” L.

#198136 Andean Poinsettia Alpaca Cardigan, Blue $154.00
#196798 Andean Poinsettia Alpaca Cardigan, Red $154.00

E

E. REVERSE PAINTED GLASS JEWELRY BOX
Reverse painting on glass is a centuries-old art form requiring great care and
precision. In this jewelry box handcrafted in Peru, artisan Felicita Espinoza inlays
panes of glass which she has painted on the reverse, details first, using ink and
tempera. A fiery palette of paisleys and flowers are finished with golden edges
to add an elegant touch. 7.5”L x 6”D x 1.5”H.
#159184 Reverse Painted Glass Jewelry Box $59.95
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B

D

E

Navy (NV)

Green (GN)
(shown)

D. GOLDEN SKY NECKLACE AND EARRINGS
Pale yellow citrine stars orbit around a composite
turquoise planet in this celestial sterling silver
necklace by Shanker. Handcrafted in India.

Natural (NA)

Necklace: 17.75”L; Pendant: 1.75”L x 0.75”W.

A. ETRUSCAN COZY CARDIGAN
This flowing open cardigan translates patterns found
on 4th century B.C. Etruscan ceramics. The soft
jacquard acrylic blend has the feel of mohair and the
warm neutral hue will prove a versatile addition to your
wardrobe. Made in Italy. 35% nylon, 35% acrylic, 30%
mohair. Machine wash. Beige (BG) or Grey (GR).
Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).
Medium is 31” L.

#244977 Golden Sky Necklace $79.95
#244978 Golden Sky Earrings (online) $59.95

E. ARAN ISLANDS CONVERTIBLE CAPE
Expand your travel wardrobe with a cozy, buttoned
poncho that can be adapted to wear as a shawl or
shrug, or even as a travel blanket. Knit in Ireland, this
super soft merino cape captures the spirit of coastal
Ireland. 100% merino wool. Hand wash or dry clean.
One size. 29” length. Navy (NV), Green-shown (GN), or

#304244 Etruscan Cozy Cardigan $175.00

Natural (NA)

B. GOLDEN PAISLEY BLOUSE

#334047 Aran Islands Convertible Cape $165.00

Cool grey double cotton hosts golden paisley hand
block-print motifs. By Anchal Ahuja, the long-sleeved
blouse and cuffs close with buttons. 100% cotton.
Machine wash. Imported. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),

F

XXL (20-22). Medium is 29.5” L

#365710 Golden Paisley Blouse $49.95

C
Plenty of
pockets,
timeless
style

F. PHULKARI FACE MASKS (SET OF 3)
Finished with traditional Punjabi phulkari folk
embroidery, this set of 3 pleated cotton masks
features ear elastic for a comfortable fit. Machine
wash. Made in India.

G. BOOK OF KELLS INITIAL NECKLACE

G

#386663 Phulkari Face Masks (set of 3) $24.95

C. IRISH COUNTRY HOUSE PLAID HANDBAG
In the heart of Killarney National park, master
weavers have been plying a classic Irish trade for
decades. This roomy bag features wool Irish tweed
woven on 200-year-old looms, trimmed in black faux
leather. Snaps at the gusset expand to accommodate
essentials. Zip closure with two inner and one outer
pocket. Imported. 13.5” W x 11” H x 4.5” D. Handles: 18”L.

The eighth-century Book of Kells is an
ornate, hand-copied, illuminated manuscript
of the Gospel. These sterling silver pendants
are inspired by the highly decorative letters,
called initia, that begin each section of text.
Cast from sterling silver and finished by
hand in a family-run Dublin studio. Specify a
letter from A to Z. A, B, C, D, E, G, H, N, Q, and T are
available only as lowercase letters. See online. 18”L;
pendant: approx. 1”L.

#301764 Book of Kells Initial Necklace $59.95

Detachable, adjustable strap: 20-40”L.

#362598 Irish Country House Plaid Handbag $149.95
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On location in Granada, Nicaragua

A

Everyday
comfort

A. LEATHER TRAVELER BAG

G

Made from soft, full-grain leather, our durable travel
bag keeps your necessities safe and organized.
Featuring zip closures, an exterior pocket for phone
or glasses, a security pocket, and an adjustable crossbody strap. Folds flat for packing. Made in Bolivia.

easy-care
cotton blend

11”W x 11”H x 2”D. Red (RD), Green (GR), Cinnamon (CN),
Blue (BL), Black (BK) or Dark Brown (BR).

#301943 Leather Traveler Bag $228.00
#305833 Chilean Turquoise Earrings (see page 16) $49.00

B

E
D

F
G
H
I
B. TURQUOISE LEAF EARRINGS
Enhanced with discs of reconstituted turquoise, leaves
of brushed brass move in the summer breeze. Nature
inspires these earrings by Matta. Made in Thailand.
18k gold-plated sterling silver hooks. 2.5” L
#356333 Turquoise Leaf Earrings $49.95

C

NATURAL MOONLIGHT GARNET JEWELRY
The crescent moon is serene in a beautiful necklace and
earrings by Made Wardika. He works in sterling silver, carving
the sleek bone by hand, and adds a marquise-cut garnet to
represent the approaching sunrise. Made in Indonesia.
Necklace Lobster claw clasp. Chain 20” L. Pendant 2” L. Earrings 1.75” L

D. #342422 Pendant Necklace $59.95
E. #300838 Earrings $54.95

WOMENS CLASSIC SWEATER
Perfect for all occasions, this versatile cotton-blend cowl
neck sweater comes in a variety of trendy colors. Made by
Peruvian designer Violeta Pacheco. 75% acrylic, 25% cotton.
Machine Wash. Imported. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),

Extra-long, adjustable strap lets you
wear the bag securely across your body.
Multiple pockets keep your documents
organized and accessible.

XXL (20-22). Medium is 24.5” L.

F. #368730 Womens Classic Sweater - Forest Green $69.95
G. #368457 Womens Classic Sweater - Royal Blue $69.95
H. #368723 Womens Classic Sweater - Ruby Red $69.95
I. #368734 Womens Classic Sweater - Khaki $69.95

J

More styles available online.

ANDEAN ART KNIT HAT & GLOVES
Crimson red alpaca brings warmth
and beauty to your winter wardrobe.
Fernando Cano creates a stylish art
knit hat and gloves with multi-colored
patterned stripes. Made in Peru. One
Size. 100% alpaca. Dry clean.

K

Hat 15” Inner Circ x 9.5” H. Gloves 10.75” L

K. #362696 Andean
Art Knit Hat $46.95
L. #362697 Andean Art
Knit Gloves $42.95
#362698 Andean Art
Knit Scarf (online) $69.95

C. RECLAIMED FLIP FLOP GIRAFFE

RD

GR

CN

BL

BK

Working to clean up oceans and waterways, recycle,
and employ the local community, Ocean Sole of Kenya
creates sculptures from old flip-flops. This colorful
giraffe is crafted from some 7 flip-flops, and can take
up to 7 hours to create. Colors and color placement
will vary. Reclaimed foam rubber. 11” H
#383688 Reclaimed Flip Flop Giraffe $39.95
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J. COUNTRY MARKET WRAP BRACELET
Guatemala’s Cristóbal Ramírez meticulously strings glass
beads into a fantastic wrap bracelet in a variety of colors
and patterns. Button closure. 22” L.

L

#304361 Country Market Wrap Bracelet $39.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com
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Zalakdozi

F. IRISH RAGLAN SWEATER

is the Indian

B

name for the
exquisite chain
stitch hook

C

embroidery that
emanates from

Pure, super soft merino wool and a cable knit
adapted from traditional Aran Island patterns make
a cozy, raglan-sleeve sweater that you’ll reach for all
season. Crafted in Westport, County Mayo, Ireland,
at the foot of the famous pilgrimage site Croagh
Patrick. 100% merino wool. Hand wash or dry clean.

Natural (NA)

Natural (NA), Rose (RS) or Coral (CR) shown below.
Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20).
Medium is 26.5” L.

Kashmir.

#301920 Irish Raglan Sweater $165.00

A

Coral (CR)

IRISH TREE OF LIFE JEWELRY
With branches reaching toward the heavens and roots
seeking out the sacred waters, the Tree of Life has
been a symbol of balance and harmony for thousands
of years. Crafted in Dublin, Ireland. Sterling silver
and marcasite. Necklace: 18”L; pendant: approx. 1.25” diam.
Earrings: approx. 0.75” diam.

B. #333609 Irish Tree of Life Necklace $89.95

Tradional Irish

C. #333610 Irish Tree of Life Earrings $89.95

sweater in super soft

KATHMANDU WOOL HAT AND MITTENS

100% merino wool.

The Newar women of Nepal are known for their
dedication to tradition and their hand-knit crafts.
Wool is spun into yarn and then hand-dyed in vibrant
colors. The women then get together in groups to knit
and embroider the items by hand. Hat & convertible
mittens sold separately. 100% wool, poly fleece lining.
Hand wash, one size.
D. #384677 Wool Hat $54.95
E. #384678 Wool Convertible Mittens $45.95

G

F

D

G. CELTIC CULTURED PEARL JEWELRY
A. HIMALAYAN EMBROIDERED SILK JACKET
It’s a tough hours-long hike to India’s Valley of Flowers National Park, which sits
at 12,000-foot altitude. The effort is worth it for an otherworldly view of alpine
meadows blanketed in native flowers. Our embroidered silk jacket recalls this
remarkable place with chain-stitched embroidery covering the front, sleeves,
and lower back. Hand-loomed in India. 100% silk. Dry clean. Women’s S (4-6),
M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 34.5” L.

E

Sterling silver and freshwater cultured pearls combine with a classic
Celtic trinity knot. The knot can represent past, present, and future,
or the stages of a woman’s life according to Celtic lore: daughter,
mother, and grandmother. Handcrafted in Dublin. Earrings: 0.5”L;
necklace: 18”L; pendant: 5/8”L; ring: whole sizes 6 - 8.

#305818 Celtic Cultured Pearl Earrings $69.95
#301759 Celtic Cultured Pearl Necklace $69.95
#301766 Celtic Cultured Pearl Ring (online.) $69.95

#308065 Himalayan Embroidered Silk Jacket $199.00
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D

A

H

G

B

C

BLACK FOREST MINI CUCKOO CLOCKS

D. TEAKWOOD VINTAGE RADIO SPEAKER

G. BUDDHA’S BLESSING FIGURINES

H. ROYAL PEACOCK JEWELRY ROLL

These miniature chalet-style cuckoo clocks are part of a tradition in
Germany’s Black Forest region. Each features a cuckoo call plus 12
different songs. Both can be shut off. Made in Germany. Two AA
batteries, not included. Each approx. 6”W x 6”H x 3.5”D.

Three diminutive bronze Buddhist monks display a different hand
gesture, or mudra. The anjali mudra is a greeting, the dhyana
mudra shows deep meditation, and the abhaya mudra symbolizes
protection. Made in Indonesia by Adi Noviantara. Each 5” H

A. #301890 Black Forest Swing Mini Cuckoo Clock $79.95

By Arnon Thongkaew in Thailand, this handcrafted teakwood phone
speaker resembles a vintage radio. The top opening holds a 3.9-inch
smart phone and two “tuning knobs” disguise a pullout drawer.
The grille opens with a leather catch and an opening at the side
accommodates the charging cord. 13” L x 5” H x 5.75” D

An abstract peacock with exquisite plumage adorns this jewelry
roll from Asha Prabha. Beadwork embellishes the embroidery on
a background of turquoise silk. Inside, three zipper pockets and a
padded ring roll organize jewelry. Tie closure. Made in India. 100%
silk. Open 9.75” L x 7.0” W

B. #301857 Polka Band Mini Cuckoo Clock $79.95

#363843 Teakwood Vintage Radio Speaker $99.95

#382446 Buddha’s Blessing Figurines $79.95

#308135 Royal Peacock Jewelry Roll $24.95

C. #301856 Owl Mini Cuckoo Clock $79.95

MAKE MEMORIES...
E

F

W I T H A G I F T T H E Y ’ L L A L W AY S R E M E M B E R
I

J

E. INDONESIAN RAINBOW GLASS WIND CHIME

F. CELADON ELEPHANT HANDLE MUG

I. WOOD HAND SCULPTURE FROM BALI

J. CEDAR VICUÑA SCULPTURES (PAIR)

Balinese artisans near Singaraja collect fallen teak branches and
wood from the local coffee plantations to fashion this delicate,
colorful wind chime. Each piece will vary slightly. Coffee and teak
wood, glass, and nylon string. 11”W x 16”L.

By Aunchalee Kaewduangtip, this cobalt blue mug is handcrafted
in celadon ceramic with a handle in the shape of a brown elephant
head and trunk. Made in Thailand. Dishwasher and microwave safe.
Crackle finish. 5.5” H, 12 oz.

With palm facing the heavens, a human hand expresses both praise
and gratitude in this hand-carved suar wood sculpture by Wayan
Rendah. Made in Indonesia. 11.75” L x 7.75” W

Small and swift, the graceful vicuña is Peru’s national animal. Inca
royalty valued their fleece more than gold. Carved by hand, these
realistic cedar sculptures by Fernando and Janeth wear silver bells
and saddles with colorful blankets. Made in Peru. 6.5” and 4” H.

#305963 Indonesian Rainbow Glass Wind Chime $39.95

#349820 Celadon Elephant handle mug $42.95
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#252499 Wood Hand Sculpture From Bali $74.95

#374550 Cedar Vicuña Sculptures (pair) $154.00
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Redefine your
comfort zone

A

as you explore the lightweight
warmth of alpaca - a luxury
once reserved for Inca kings

A. ANDEAN TRAVELER ALPACA SWEATER
Beige and browns, greys and blue mingle in
this cozy men’s sweater by Fernando Cano.
Knit of soft alpaca wool, used for centuries in
the Andean Altiplano for its ability to deliver
warmth without bulk. Features a quarter-zip
neck that’s perfect for layering. Made in Peru.
100% superfine alpaca. Dry clean.
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#230163 Andean Traveler Alpaca Sweater $154.00

D. CONVERTIBLE TRAVEL JACKET
Keep all of your essentials organized and close
at hand with this convertible travel jacket.
With its 15 pockets to accommodate your
passport, traveler’s checks, camera, film, maps,
pens, GPS, MP3 player, and even a water
bottle, you may be able to leave a carryon bag at home. Perfect for packing
light even in changeable climates:
The quick-drying cotton/nylon blend
shrugs off wet weather. When
the sun heats you up, zip off the
sleeves and stash them in the
pockets to convert the jacket
into a vest. Moisture-wicking
mesh lining. Reinforced
stitching stands up to years
of adventures off the beaten
path. Imported. 70% cotton
/ 30% nylon. Machine wash.
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–
48), XXL (50–52).

#301771 Convertible
Travel Jacket $149.95

D

B

C

E

F

B. BALINESE WINGED DRAGON SCULPTURE

C. BOLIVIAN ALPACA ALTIPLANO SCARF

E. MINIATURE CARRIAGE CLOCK

F. FELTED BISON-WOOL HAT

Dragons are a recurring theme in Balinese art, where tradition holds
them to be divine guardians of the gods. Hand-carved of gleaming
suar wood, this winged dragon sculpture fiercely protects home and
family. Handcrafted in the Bali workshop of Seji Taram, where she
carries on the family’s creative legacy. 6”H x 5”W.

Alpaca wool was once reserved exclusively for Inca royalty, but
over the centuries the soft, lightweight, and superfine fibers have
become a staple of Andean textile tradition. Here it forms a versatile
checkerboard scarf, handwoven of 100% alpaca by artisans in Bolivia.
100% superfine alpaca. Hand wash or dry clean. 70”L x 11.75” W.

#131728 Balinese Winged Dragon Sculpture $79.95

#362329 Bolivian Alpaca Altiplano Scarf $64.95

In the days when road trips happened via horse and
carriage, this would have been your travel clock.
Carriage clocks use a balance spring to keep accurate
time, a tremendous innovation when it was
introduced in the mid-17th century. This gold-tone
metal clock features a beep alarm. One AA battery,
included. 4.25” H x 3”W.

Weather the winter in style and comfort with this hand-blocked felted hat,
made in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, by the oldest hat company in the
U.S. The blend of wool and bison fiber is water-resistant and crushable, so the
hat will always look sharp. Features a pewter
Head
Hat Size
feather accent tucked into the leather band.
Circumference*
80% wool, 20% bison fiber.
M (7 - 7 1/8)
21 7/8 - 22 3/4”

#332683 Miniature Carriage Clock $79.95

#301919 Felted Bison-wool Hat $134.95
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A

A. ARAN SHAWL-COLLAR CARDIGAN

D. SCOTTISH TRAVEL VEST

100% Wool with

In just a century since they first appeared,
the textured wool sweaters of the Aran
Islands have become a symbol of Irish
heritage. Today, from tourist shops to
fashion shows, one can find sweaters
based on stitches that were invented by
Irish knitters a few generations ago.
100% wool with brown resin buttons.
Made in Ireland. Dry clean.

For versatile, packable layering, this
lamb’s-wool travel vest is an ideal
choice. Wool’s natural lightweight
warmth plus a wind-resistant lining
offer twice the protection against
the weather. Zip pockets keep
travel essentials safe at hand. Faux
leather trim adds a classic touch.
100% wool. Hand wash or dry
clean. Imported. Brown M (38-40),

wind-resistant

Charcoal (CH) or Natural (NA). Men’s M (38-40),
L (42 -44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#306711 Aran Shawl-collar
Cardigan $159.00

lining and 3
zip pockets

L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#361086 Scottish Travel Vest $229.00

D

Natural (NA)

B

G

F

C

H

E

B. HERRINGBONE DONEGAL CAP
Weather-resistant and extremely
durable, Donegal wool tweed
has long been one of the world’s
highest quality fabrics and a symbol
of the Irish county where it is made.
Made in Ireland. 100% wool.

Hat Size
S (6 7/8 - 7)
M (7 1/8 - 7 1/4)
L (7 3/8 - 7 1/2)
XL (7 5/8 - 7 3/4)

Head
Circumference*
22
22
23
24

1/8
7/8
5/8
3/8

Measure largest part of head
just above the brow

Men’s S, M, L, XL.

-

22 1/2”
23 1/4”
24”
24 3/4”

C. THE GIFT OF KINGS - SET OF 3

ANDEAN CLOUDS SCARVES

H. SHUT THE BOX GAME

Enjoy the fragrant resins of frankincense and myrrh on your
evening fire or as incense. Our set of three mango-wood chests
also contains the third gift of the Magi: 23-karat gold flakes,
presented in a handblown glass ball. Comes with a certificate of
authenticity. Each chest is approx. 3.5” W x 3” H.

Celinda Jaco selects a cozy blend of Andean alpaca for this
classic men’s scarf. Features fine woven stripes in tonal colors.
50% alpaca, 45% acrylic, 5% wool. Dry clean only. Imported.

#306280 The Gift of Kings - Set of 3 $64.95

F. 311476 Andean Clouds Scarves - Brown $26.95

After their sails were still for the night, Norman mariners would get out
their dice and play Shut the Box. The simple and addictive game made
its way around the world via merchant ships, and it remains especially
popular in the U.K. today. Easy to learn and hard to stop playing, this
classic all-time-favorite game features an Old World–look wooden box
with wooden dice and tiles. For any number of players. 8”W x 6”L x 3”H.

G. 311474 Andean Clouds Scarves - Black $26.95

#306222 Shut the Box Game $35.95

70” L x 9” W.

E. 311475 Andean Clouds Scarves - Charcoal $26.95

#306447 Herringbone Donegal Cap $79.95
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Everyone’s Favorite
Coffee Table Book

A

Removable
leather collar

E
E. MEN’S MICROFIBER TRAVEL COAT

B

On assignment, National Geographic
staff often travel between drastic climate
extremes. When you’re facing similar
conditions, take this microfiber coat.
Zip in the down lining, and you’ve got
a heavy-duty coat for cold weather.
Take out the lining, and it becomes
the perfect lightweight jacket. With a
water-repellent microfiber shell made for
rugged adventuring; leather-reinforced
buttonholes; removable dark brown
leather collar; adjustable cuffs and waist;
bellows, hand-warmer, and chest and
map pockets, it’s the edge that explorers
need when the weather gets wild.
Generous fit. Imported. Dry clean. 34”L.

A. MEN’S ALPACA VOYAGER SWEATER
Warm red and orange mingle with cool blue, grey and charcoal
in this cozy men’s ribbed zip-neck sweater. Made in Peru by
Fernando Cano. 100% alpaca. Dry clean. M (38-40),

Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#301941 Men’s Microfiber Travel Coat $259.00

L (42 -44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Medium is 26” L

#232544 Men’s Alpaca Voyager Sweater $154.00

B. JOURNEYS OF A LIFETIME, 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Featuring 120 new destinations, this best-selling guide inspired
by the favorite trips of National Geographic’s legendary travel
writers reveals 500 celebrated and lesser-known destinations
around the globe, from ocean cruises in Antarctica to horse
treks in the Andes. Completely revised and updated for its
10th anniversary. ©2018. Made in China. Hardcover. 416
pages. 9 1/8” W X 11 7/8” H.

Bellows pockets with
hand-warmer opening

Down lining zips into
water-repellent shell.

#340960 Journeys of a Lifetime, 10th Anniversary Edition $40.00

C

D

F

F. AFRICAN RANGER MESH HAT

G
Centimeters
M 56 - 57
L 58 - 59
XL 60 - 61

Inches
22 - 22 1/2
22 3/4 - 23
23 1/2 - 24

This breathable hat in the style worn
by local game rangers in South Africa is
handcrafted by tribespeople living near
Kruger National Park. Full-grain leather with a cotton mesh crown
provides ventilated sun protection. Braided suede trim and fly-band.
#376183 African Ranger Mesh Hat $119.95

C. HAND-CARVED KNEELING GIRAFFE STATUE

D. MEN’S BRAIDED LEATHER LOTUS BRACELET

G. CASUAL FLAIR MEN’S SHIRT

Artist Abdul Aziz Mohamadu carves this elegant giraffe statuette by hand
from sese wood. Trained as a painter, Abdul now also runs his own carving
studio and plans to one day open an art academy. Handcrafted in Ghana.

Over-dying creates a soft feel and worn-in look to this casual and
comfortable men’s cotton and linen blend shirt. Long sleeves, buttonfront, single front pocket. 85% cotton/15% linen. Machine wash.

13.5”H x 7.5”W.

Balinese artisan Henry Anthony Sanny designs this handsome
bracelet to be simple yet refined. The rich brown leather
is braided and finished with a sterling silver button clasp
featuring an abstract lotus design. 7.5” L or 8.25” L.

#229615 Hand-carved Kneeling Giraffe Statue $99.95

#340547 Men’s Braided Leather Lotus Bracelet $89.95

#374568 Casual Flair Men’s Shirt $79.95
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From aviator sunglasses to peacoats, military

A. SHEARLING B-3 FLIGHT JACKET
This authentic B-3 jacket became the U.S. military–issued cold-weather
flight jacket in 1934, and it is still the warmest and most insulating
bomber jacket made. Aviators in World War II bombers came to rely
on their B-3 jackets as they often flew their missions over Europe in
unpressurized cabins, where air temperatures could drop to more
than 60 degrees below zero. Our B-3 is made from genuine sheepskin
leather with a classic, aged look and deep-pile natural shearling along
the body, sleeves, and collar. With double straps under the collar, and
straps at the waist that cinch to adjust the fit and keep out wind.
Traditional leather welted seams and side-entry pockets are authentic
details from the original. Made in U.S.A.

uniforms have influenced popular fashion for

C

B

centuries. Designed for performance under
pressure, these styles offer a combination
of polish and practicality that veterans
and civilians alike can appreciate.

Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#301742 Shearling B-3 Flight Jacket $1,199.00

CARABINER CLIP WATCH WITH LED MICRO-LIGHT
Equipped with a powerful LED micro-light, our clever
explorer’s watch has a built-in carabiner that clips onto
belt loop or backpack. Luminescent hands and hour
markers. Water-resistant to 100 feet.

A

Batteries included. 3”L x 1.5”W. 3 oz.

B. #305913 Mini carabiner clip watch, Gunmetal $42.95
C. #305914 Mini carabiner clip watch, Bronze $42.95

D. ATLAS OF WORLD WAR II
Delve into the cartographic history of WWII:
naval, land, and aerial attacks from the
invasion of Poland to Pearl Harbor and
the Battle of the Bulge. This definitive,
lavishly illustrated book from National
Geographic features an astonishing
array of vintage and newly created
maps, rare photographs, covert
documents, and eyewitness
accounts that illuminate the
world’s greatest conflict. Made in
China. 256 pages. Hardcover.
10.25” W X 13.5” H.

#340961 Atlas Of World
War II $45.00

F

D
E. MEN’S STERLING AND LEATHER BRACELET

E

Naga chain of sterling silver is alternated
with braided leather, encircling the wrist in
this Balinese bracelet. Designed for the
modern man, the bracelet features
a bold design by Cahya Krisna,
who gives it a regal aesthetic. This
accessory closes with a sterling box
clasp. Small fits up to 7.5” wrist, Large fits
wrist up to 8.25”.

#300083 Men’s Sterling and Leather
Bracelet - Black $99.95
#300082 Men’s Sterling and Leather
Bracelet - Brown $99.95

F. WOOL WORLD WAR II MILITARY SWEATER
Part of standard-issue military wear during World War II, sweaters like this wool pullover
were popular among servicemen for comfort, durability, and warmth. The shawl-collar
style buttons up to cut the cold just as it did onboard aircraft carriers in the ’40s. Cotton
twill canvas-reinforced elbows. Imported. 100% wool. Hand wash or dry clean.

Navy

Olive (OL), Navy (NV), or Natural (NA). Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#304274 Wool World War II Military Sweater $149.95
Natural
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A. OUTBACK OILSKIN VEST

A

For the dry Australian outback and the extreme
weather of New Zealand’s South Island, rugged work
gear like this oilskin canvas vest is essential. Its waximpregnated material resists rain, and seven outer
pockets keep all of your essentials at hand. One inner
pocket is perfect for wallet, passport, or phone. Snaps
at the waistband and a zip closure with snap-over
storm flap keeps the wind out. Flannel lined, nubuck
leather–lined collar. Imported. 100% cotton. Spot
clean only. Men’s M (40–42), L (44–46), XL (48), XXL (50–52).
#306439 Outback Oilskin Vest $169.00

D. THERMOLUXE TRAVEL JACKET
Enjoy warmth and style with this hip
version of a twill coat. The Italian-made
Thermoluxe® polyfill is equal to a 600fill down coat, without feathers and
fibers. The coat has a stand-up collar with
a removable hood, plus an adjustable
drawstring waist and cuffs. Imported.
Shell, sleeve lining, and filler: 100% poly.
Body lining: 100% nylon. Machine
wash cold. Do not dry clean. M (38-40),
L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

B

#333046 Thermoluxe
Travel Jacket $199.00

B. SWISS ARMY CYBERTOOL
The world has changed since the first Swiss Army knife
was produced in 1891, and today these indispensable
gadgets include the devices that 21st-century
electronics require. The Cybertool has 27 tools from the
standard blades and can opener to a bit wrench and
hex drives. See online for the complete list.
Approx. 3.5”L. 3.4 oz.

#334090 Swiss Army Cybertool $119.95

C. AMERICAN BISON SOCKS
Softer than cashmere and warmer than wool, bison down is the
key to making these socks warm enough for winter hiking
but comfortable enough to wear to work. The American
bison was hunted nearly to extinction in the 19th century.
Today herds thrive in the Great Plains, where the fiber
for our American Bison Socks is gathered. Made in
U.S.A. 64% merino wool, 17% bison down, 16%
nylon, 2% polyester, 1% spandex. Machine
wash. Red (RD), Brown (BR) or Navy (NV).

A holiday
favorite

Thermoluxe
the ultimate in warmth
and comfort - equal
to a 600-fill down

E

F

Small - Women’s 6-10 / Men’s 5-9
Large - Women’s 10-13 / Men’s 9-13

#306444 American Bison Socks
$39.95

E. WIRELESS WEATHER FORECAST STATION WITH ATOMIC CLOCK

F. IRISH HERRINGBONE LAMBSWOOL SCARF

Our wireless weather station with atomic alarm clock shows
indoor/outdoor temperature, heat index, and dew point. The
USB port keeps a smartphone charged. After 3–4 weeks, the
unit “learns” to give 12-hour forecasts based on barometric
trends. Color forecast icons make it easy for kids to use. Includes
AC adapter. Five AAA batteries, not included. 6” W x 6” H X 2.25” D.

The classic herringbone design dates back to the Roman Empire, where
roadways were paved with interlocking stones in the same pattern.
Today, herringbone adds a subtle depth and touch of tradition to both
men’s and women’s fashion. This extra-long scarf is crafted in Dublin,
Ireland, from the softest lamb’s-wool yarns for warmth, comfort, and
ageless appeal. 100% lamb’s wool. Dry clean only.

#301806 Wireless Weather Forecast Station With Atomic Clock $74.95

80” x 9.75” including the fringe

#362596 Irish Herringbone Lambswool Scarf $49.95
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Spread Happiness!

As we celebrate exploration, empower artisans and preserve
cultural traditions, we measure our success in happiness. The
happiness that lies in giving, not in getting. The happiness
that arrives as you help someone else to achieve it. Every
purchase supports our mission - spreading global happiness.
If we make artisans and customers happy - mission
accomplished. Thank you for traveling with us!

Returns - Everything sold by NOVICA is guaranteed for
complete satisfaction. Should a product not meet your
expectations, you may return it to us for a refund or
replacement within 60 days of delivery. For more information,
or if you received an incorrect or damaged product, please
contact us at catalog@novica.com or 1-800-347-3147. If you
are returning an item received as a gift, you may exchange it
for merchandise credit of equal value. Note that personalized
items cannot be returned unless damaged or defective. Please
check your order carefully; once placed, personalized items
ordered cannot be canceled.

NOVICA’S NEW SUBSCRIPTION BOX

A new artisan discovery every three months!

Be delighted every three months with our unique collection
of hand-picked treasures just for you. Each box will include a
selection of treasures made or curated by one of our master
artisans. You’ll feel as if you’ve arrived in their country and been
met by your own personal guide. You’ll learn about the artisan,
be introduced to the works of other artisans they’re inspired by,
discover their favorite foods, music, places to go and more.

Each box is valued at $100+ and available by subscription only for
$49.95. Register your interest in the Subscription Box online to
receive a discount on your first box.

Visit www.NovicaJourneyBox.com to register today.

MUSEUM
QUALITY
PIECES

from master
artisans

DELIVERY AND SHIPPING
Delivery time for Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands is 2-4 weeks. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery to
APO/FPO addresses.

Customer Service - Your satisfaction is fully guaranteed! If any
product fails to meet your expectations for any reason, contact
customer service at 1-800-347-3147 or catalog@novica.com.
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ExclusivE
offEr!
C

A. HOWLING COYOTE ALEBRIJE

Masterfully carved copal wood alebrije coyote, meticulously painted by hand
by Mexican artisan Manuel Cruz. 9.75”H x 7.5” W.

#383953 Howling Coyote Alebrije $379.95 (allow 4-8 weeks for delivery)

B. MAYAN JADE MASK

Using locally sourced jade, Ruben and Gilda Perez craft a museum replica of
an ancient mask found in El Naranjo, Guatemala. Jade on Pinewood. 5.5” H.

#239128 Mayan Jade Mask $199.95 (allow 4-8 weeks for delivery)

C. WORLD FAMILY BRONZE SCULPTURE

Like a family posing for a photograph, generations are captured forever in
unity in this abstract bronze sculpture by Brazil’s Anamaria Vieira. 7.75”H.

#88237 World Family Bronze Sculpture $1,195.95 (allow 4-8 weeks for delivery)

Call: 1.800.347.3147
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Natural,

A. NUSA DUA SUNRISE EARRINGS

A

B

Balinese jeweler Diah Arini creates these sterling silver
hoop earrings featuring bands of 18k gold that evoke
the sunrise over Nusa Dua beach. Handcrafted in
Indonesia. 1” diam.

H

sustainable,
and entirely
handmade in
the highlands

#209417 Nusa Dua Sunrise Earrings $69.95

of Guatemala

B. TIBETAN CHIME OF COMPASSION
Inscribed with one of the most significant mantras in
Buddhism—Om mani padme hum—this chime is
handcrafted by Tibetan refugees in northern India.
Buddhists believe that saying this mantra invokes the
blessings of the Buddha of Compassion. Cast from a
combination of metals, the hand-tuned chime
produces a clear tone. Brass stand with wooden base
and striker. 8.5”H x 5” Diam.
#305998 Tibetan Chime of Compassion $59.95

C. MINDFUL CAT SCULPTURE

C

D

A serene cat sits in lotus pose as if in prayer or
meditation in this charming sculpture. Hand carved in
Bali from local suar wood and signed by artist Nengah
Sudarsana. 5.25”H x 5.25”W.
#182531 Mindful Cat Sculpture $49.95

D. FILIGREE KITTEN EARRINGS
Cat lovers will delight in these expressive, sterling silver
filigree earrings by Pichaya. Handcrafted in Thailand.
Approx. 1.25”L.

#216816 Filigree Kitten Earrings $29.95
#218120 Filigree Kitten Necklace (online) $39.95

22-KARAT GOLD-PLATED ROMAN GLASS JEWELRY
Wear a piece of history with jewelry using ancient
Roman glass. 22-karat gold-plated sterling silver wires
encircle each iridescent disk, perhaps once a jug or
wineglass. Handcrafted in Israel. Necklace: 17”L;
Pendant: 1.25”L. Earrings: 1.5”L. Bracelet: 8”L.

E. #306161 Roman Glass Necklace $225.00
F. #306160 Roman Glass Earrings $179.00
#363461 Roman Glass Bracelet (online) $225.00

G. MARCASITE ELEPHANT NECKLACE

E

G

F

This sterling silver necklace by Thai artisan Narinee
speaks to the bond between mother and child. With
glittering marcasite decorating their bodies and garnets
for eyes, this pair makes a touching gift, and the
mother elephant’s upraised trunk is a sign of good luck.
Handmade in Thailand. Necklace: 18”L; pendant: 1.5”W.
#281535 Marcasite Elephant Necklace $79.95

H. MAYA FIREBIRD SHAWL
Women of the Guatemalan textile arts cooperative
K’amolon K’i K’ojonel (meaning “let’s get together”)
collaborate on this elegant shawl. From the women who
dye the bamboo rayon fibers, to those who spin them
into silky threads, to those who weave it on a backstrap
loom, each step is done by hand at home. 100% rayon
from bamboo. Hand wash or dry clean. Imported.

“In our group, we
believe that our
individual dreams are
powerful and that
collective dreams are
unstoppable.”
See Wakami’s bracelet
collection online.

74”L x 22”W.

#209522 Maya Firebird Shawl $119.95
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A

Style to go

F

comfortable,
B

packable and
washable

G
F
C

A. INDIAN-STYLE MEHNDI TRAVEL SHIRT
Intricate henna tattoos called mehndi are an integral part
of many Indian weddings. These delicate patterns are the
inspiration for our versatile travel shirt, created using a
traditional wax-resist dye process for a crackle effect similar
to batik. Imported. 95% poly, 5% Spandex. Hand wash.
S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18). Medium is 25” L.

#301842 Indian-Style Mehndi Travel Shirt $64.95

YELLOW ROSE PERUVIAN NECKLACE
This lacy, feminine design is handcrafted in Peru in 21k gold
plated filigree. Jeweler Giuliana Valz-Gen rescues ancestral
gold and silver techniques and uses them to create more
modern designs like this dazzling floral accent.
Necklace: 19.5” L; Pendant:1.5” L. Earrings: 1.5” L. Ring: approx. 1” diam.
Ring sizes 6-10.

B. #226951 Yellow Rose Peruvian Necklace $99.95
C. #226950 Yellow Rose Peruvian Earrings $99.95
#208323 Yellow Rose Peruvian Cocktail Ring (online) $89.95

H

D

E

BABY ALPACA BLEND COAT
D. KNOTTED SUEDE TRAVEL BOOTS

Snap closure,
interior zip
compartment

For the fashionista with the soul of an explorer, this suede
boot from Jambu® is a perfect fit. A flexible rubber outsole
provides traction, while the leather-wrapped memory foam
footbed molds to your foot for all-day comfort. Features
knotted detail in nubuck suede and a back zip. 2” heel.
Imported. Partially recycled rubber, slip resistant non-marking
outsoles. Women’s whole and half sizes 6.5 - 10. Black (BK) or Gray (GR).
#334064 Knotted Suede Travel Boots $149.95

E. MEXICAN LEATHER HOBO BAG
This caramel-brown hobo bag wears its adventurous spirit
with pride, as evidenced in the whiskered, buttery-soft leather
that only gets richer with age. Made in Mexico by Ricardo
Hinojosa, the bag features a central zip compartment and two
with snap closures. 19”H x 13.75”W x 5”D; 9.75” strap drop.
#195642 Mexican Leather Hobo Bag $199.00

Soft and structured, the open-front design of this tuxedo collar coat
goes from the board room to an evening out with ease. Crafted from
a blend of baby alpaca and wool with a satin lining. Made in Peru by
Tomas Sota. 50% alpaca/ 50% wool. Rayon/poly lining. Dry clean only.

I

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 31.5” L

F. #293932 Black $349.00
G. #293931 Caramel $349.00

H. GOLDEN HORIZON EARRINGS
Sterling silver drops peek over a 18k gold-plated horizon line in
these simple, elegant, and extremely versatile two-tone earrings by
Indonesia’s Komang Wijayana. 1.5”L.
#213023 Golden Horizon Earrings $44.95

I. AUTUMN WAVES WOOL SCARF
Intricate wave patterns decorate the length of this cozy scarf from
India. Mixed with a variety of autumn-inspired colors, lycra is used
throughout the scarf to create a crinkle effect, finished with hand tied
fringe. Dry clean. 72” L x 13”W.
#375620 Autumn Waves Wool Scarf $49.95
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Top it off

D

A

as the seasons
shift with
exclusive prints
and artisan
details
A. KIKO REVERSIBLE ALPACA-BLEND CARDIGAN
In markets throughout the Peruvian Altiplano, one
can find stalls full of fresh flowers. Some of the
blooms, like the yellow kiko flower, are used to
create natural dyes. Our reversible alpaca cardigan
is decorated with trailing vines and handembroidered accents. Reverses to black with
contrast piping. Made in Peru. 50% alpaca, 50%
acrylic. Hand wash or dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10),

F

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 24” L.

#362260 Kiko Reversible Alpaca-Blend
Cardigan $175.00

B. CHOPSTICKS TRAVEL SHIRT

E

The broad cuffs and relaxed silhouette of this
blouse are elements of Chinese fashion that
date as far back as the Tang dynasty (a.d. 618–
907). Three pairs of chopstick buttons replace
the long sash that would have fastened a Tangera ensemble. Made in China. 58% rayon,
41% polyester, 1% Spandex. Machine wash
delicate. Turquoise (TQ) or Merlot (MR). S (4–6),
M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18). Medium is 26” L.

#371586 Chopsticks Travel Shirt $79.95

BALINESE TWO-TONE NECKLACE AND HOOP EARRINGS

C

B

Classic Balinese jewelry techniques are on full display in
this elegant two-tone necklace and earrings handcrafted
in the village of Celuk. Curling wirework and small silver
droplets called jawan are delicately placed by hand using
tiny tweezers to create elegant and versatile jewelry you’ll
turn to every day. 18-karat gold plated bands complement
the oxidized sterling silver. Lobster clasp. Necklace: approx. 18”L;
Earrings: 1.25” L x 1” D.

D. #186457 Balinese Two-tone Naga Necklace $119.95
E. #209421 Balinese Two-tone Hoop Earrings $79.95

F. INDIAN PAISLEY JEWEL WOOL WRAP

C. MARCASITE DROP EARRINGS
Thai artisan Narinee links two petite sterling
silver rings and adds the sparkle of faceted
marcasite. Post earrings. 0.5”L.
#273079 Marcasite Drop Earrings $54.95

Chopstick

The iconic paisley motif has been popular in fashion across
cultures for centuries. Originating in Persia, the designthought to be a Zoroastrian symbol of life and eternitytraveled the Silk Road to capture imaginations around the
globe. This lightweight, jewel-toned wool wrap adds a
vibrant touch to an ensemble in any season. Handloomed in
India. 100% wool. Dry clean only. 38.5” W x 31.5”L.

buttons bring

One size fits S (4-6) through XXL (20-22).

a whimsical

#362526 Indian Paisley Jewel Wool Wrap $129.95

ease to our
richly colored
holiday shirt
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G

D

A. ORURO CARNIVAL PIMA COTTON CARDIGAN
A highlight of Carnival in Oruro, Bolivia, is the
Diablada, an elaborate choreographed dance that
dates to pre-Columbian times. Masked revelers act
out a story of good versus evil. Their costumes often
include belts decorated with silver coins, a meaningful
symbol in this 500-year-old mining city. These
overlapping coins inspired the pattern on our soft
cardigan. Button front. Made in Bolivia. 100% pima
cotton. Machine wash cold or dry clean.

E

Blue (BL) or Black (BK, online). S (4-6),
M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20). Medium is 23.5” L.

#301813 Oruro Carnival Pima Cotton Cardigan $189.00

B. PERUVIAN PEARL EARRINGS
Slender sterling silver ribbons loop together in elegant
spirals. By Peru’s Maria del Carmen Vargas, the earrings
culminate in white cultured pearls. Hook earrings. 2.25” L.

100% Pima
Cotton

C

F

#364491 Peruvian Pearl Earrings $64.95

C. CONVERTIBLE ITALIAN LEATHER BACKPACK
For versatility while traveling, a convertible bag is a
must. Ours is made by a studio near Pisa, using the
same leather it supplies to luxury handbag designers.
Wear it as a backpack for hands-free sightseeing. Carry
it as a handbag while dining out or in a museum
where backpacks are off-limits. Black has gold tone
hardware and Blue has silver hardware. Handmade in
Italy. 10”H x 10.5”W x 2.75”D. Blue (BL) or Black (BK).
#301927 Convertible Italian Leather Backpack $149.95

FAMILY PET NECKLACES
Family pets share a special bond in these sterling silver
silhouette-style necklaces by Thailand jewelry designer
Sarote Lochotinunt. Each features a brushed satin finish
with a spring ring clasp. Chain 18”-19” L. Pendant 1” L
D. #304586 Steadfast Companions $49.95
E. #304585 Feline Love $49.95

F. COMFY CHECKS BABY ALPACA THROW
Soft and comfy, this throw blanket from Nataly and
Alberto is woven from 100% baby alpaca, with large
checks in blue and ivory. Elegant 3-inch fringe adorns
the ends. Baby alpaca refers to the fine fleece from the
season’s first shearing. Made in Peru. 73” L x 51” W
#363694 Comfy Checks Baby Alpaca Throw $179.00

G. PERUVIAN SKY LONGLINE CARDIGAN
A dark blue gradient evokes the radiance of a starlit sky
in this long cardigan by Peru’s Paola Cuentas. Knit from
a warm blend of alpaca, it’s the perfect topper for cool
weather outings. Features a drape collar and unlined,
open-front style. 40% alpaca, 35% acrylic, 25% wool.
Hand wash or dry clean. Imported. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14),
XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 39.5” L.

#361333 Peruvian Sky Longline Cardigan $179.00
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A. ART KNIT ALPACA TUNIC
Fernando Cano orchestrates a spectrum of rich colors
in a women’s long-sleeved art knit tunic-style pullover.
Prized by the Inca, alpaca fleece is lightweight yet
exceptionally warm. Made in Peru. 100% alpaca.
Hand wash or dry clean.

Plum

M (38-40), L (42 -44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Medium is 28” L.

#282097
#180905
#365034
#282096

Art
Art
Art
Art

Knit
Knit
Knit
Knit

Alpaca
Alpaca
Alpaca
Alpaca

Tunic
Tunic
Tunic
Tunic

-

Navy $159.00
Plum $159.00
Cream $159.00
Teal $159.00

A

D. CLIFF WALK MERINO CARDIGAN
Double-breasted styling and a thick shawl
collar make this Irish sweater the coziest thing
imaginable. Aran knitting is known for its wealth
of intricate stitches and symbolism. The cable
stitch stands in for the fishing rope that was
essential to livelihood on the Aran Islands. The
super soft 100% merino wool sweater is secured
with three buttons. Crafted in County Mayo,
Ireland. Hand wash. Slate Blue-shown (SB), Teal (TL),

Inspired
by Irish
seafaring
traditions

Teal (TL)

Natural (NA). Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),
XXL (20-22). Medium is 29” L.

#384896 Cliff Walk Merino Cardigan $189.00

Cream

Natural (NA)

E
D
Teal

Long,
flattering
tunic style
sweater in a range
of fashionable
colors. 100%
alpaca, lightweight
and warm.
On location in Peru.

B

E. CROSS-STITCH FACE MASKS
Bright and colorful, this set of 2 cotton face masks
feature cross-stitch motifs. Double layer with ear
elastic for a comfortable fit. Machine wash.
Adult fit.
#386251 Cross-Stitch Face Masks $21.95

F
C

On location in Ireland.

INCA EARTH KNIT HAT,
SCARF & GLOVES

G

B. LAPIS PATCHWORK OTTOMAN

C. PEARL AND LAPIS LAZULI EARRINGS

F. ETERNAL EMBRACE INDONESIAN SCULPTURE

Dedicated to keeping India’s craft traditions alive, designer Ganpat
Mehta works with women artisans in Rajasthan who embroider
upcycled swaths of fabric. These become the patchwork of textural
upholstery on this sturdy footstool. Features removable acacia wood
legs.15.75” sq. x 9”H. Stool will vary due to patchwork design but overall color

By Bhavya Jain, sterling silver earrings bring a royal aesthetic to
today’s fashion. Lapis lazuli teardrops and creamy cultured pearls
add color and contrast. Hook earrings. Made in India. 1.75” L

Balinese sculptor Wayan Rendah evokes the
protective embrace of romantic love in a deceptively
simple carving. Endlessly entwined, emerging from
a single block of richly grained suar wood, the
sculpture is a touching symbol of affection for any
couple.8”H x 6”W x 2”D.

scheme will be consistent.

#303299 Lapis Patchwork Ottoman $99.95

48 NOVICA

#379109 Pearl and Lapis Lazuli Earrings $44.95

Ana Fernandez transforms
warm alpaca into matching
earthtone-hued art knit
accessories; a hat with tassel,
scarf and fingerless mitts.
100% alpaca. Made in Peru.
Hand wash. Hat 16.25” Inner Circ x
8.75” H. Scarf 71” L x 8.75” W.
Mitts 9” L x 4” W

H
I

G. #380446 Hat $44.95
H. #380447 Gloves $39.95
I. #380448 Scarf $64.95

#175970 Eternal Embrace Indonesian Sculpture $44.95
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A. HAND-PAINTED BATIK MIDNIGHT ROBE

A

Inspired by Indonesia’s legendary batik textile traditions
and featuring dramatic kimono sleeves, this robe
brings elegance to your morning. Side seam pockets.
Self belt. Made in Indonesia by Saktut Raitawati.
100% rayon. Machine wash cold.

B

C

D

E

F

G

54” from shoulder to hem. One size fits most.

#176175 Hand-painted Batik Midnight Robe $74.95

B. TREE OF LIFE WIND CHIME
Balinese artisans use sustainably collected teak
branches and twigs from coffee plants to suspend a
cascade of glass leaves in this wind chime.
Handcrafted in Indonesia. 11”W x 23”L.
#301835 Tree of Life Wind Chime $39.95

C. BUDDHA’S CURLS AMETHYST EARRINGS
Bali’s Zayd Makarim transforms sterling silver hoops into
something truly special by adding a three-carat, faceted
amethyst to each. The oxidized sterling silver pattern,
which the artisan calls Buddha’s curls, also decorates
hundreds of Buddha statues at Borobudur temple in
central Java. 1”L.
#302936 Buddha’s Curls Amethyst Earrings $119.95

D. RAINDROP SILVER AND AMETHYST EARRINGS
Minimalist sterling silver earrings suspend a faceted
amethyst inside each polished raindrop. Crafted by
Wirabhuwana in Indonesia. 1.5” L
#265150 Raindrop Silver and Amethyst Earrings $34.95

E. AMETHYST FLOWER NECKLACE
A three-carat amethyst clings like a raindrop to
rhodium-plated sterling silver vines in this delicate
necklace designed in India by Parul. Chain: 15.75”L.
Pendant: 1.25”L.

#186134 Amethyst Flower Necklace $79.95

F. BRAZILIAN AMETHYST BUTTERFLY SCULPTURE
Gemstone artisans of Joias do Rio, Brazil, craft this
petite yet luminous brass butterfly of honey-hued
calcite. It alights on a perch of Brazilian amethyst.
3”H x 2.5”W.

#306841 Brazilian Amethyst Butterfly Sculpture $39.95

LARIMAR SEA LIFE NECKLACES
In these playful necklaces handcrafted in Thailand by
Michael Krainer, sterling silver sealife is accented with
cool blue larimar. The dolphin’s tail features faceted
white topaz. Necklace: 17.75”L; pendants: 1”L..

H

G. #330200 Larimar Seahorse Necklace $99.95
H. #330197 Larimar Dolphin Necklace $99.95

Indonesian
Batik
is a UNESCO designated
intangible cultural
heritage tradition.
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C

F

Teal (TL)

Natural (NA)

D

A. CONNEMARA COMFORT MERINO WOOL CARDIGAN
Cozy cable stitching and front pockets will make this
cardigan a staple in your closet for year to come. The
sweater is knit from 100% ultra-soft merino wool with each
pattern symbolizes an aspect of local fishing culture: Celtic
rope for Irish pride and the basket stitch for a plentiful
catch. Crafted in County Mayo, Ireland. Hand wash.
Oatmeal-shown (OT),Teal (TL), Natural (NA). Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14),
XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 24” L.

#384897 Connemara Comfort Merino Wool Cardigan $165.00

E

C. THAI VINEYARD EARRINGS
A cascade of tourmaline in shades of chardonnay, merlot, and
more showers a large cultured baroque pearl in these playful,
dangly earrings by Thai artisan Saranarat. Features 24k goldplated sterling silver earring wires. 2.5”L.
#241027 Thai Vineyard Earrings $99.95

KAMALA CONVERTIBLE MITTENS AND EARFLAP HAT

B

Women in Kathmandu knit this colorful, woolen winter gear.
The flap on the mittens can be secured with a button or
folded over. The fleece-lined hat features hand-embroidered
floral accents and cozy earflaps. Handmade in Nepal. 100%
wool. Hand wash or dry clean. One size.

B

D. #301782 Kamala Convertible Mittens $45.95

Flattering longer
length cardigan in
100% baby alpaca

E. #301781 Kamala Earflap Hat $54.95

F. DREAM GARDEN BABY ALPACA CARDIGAN
The fine alpaca fleece of the season’s first shearing, called baby
alpaca, is what makes this thigh-length cardigan so irresistibly
soft. Peru’s Ana Fernandez designed the swirling floral pattern,
inspired by 19th-century baroque textiles. Features coconut shell
buttons. 100% alpaca. Hand wash or dry clean. Imported. S (4-6),
B. TREE OF LIFE SWAROVSKI® BIRTHSTONE JEWELRY
The Tree of Life represents eternal life - a symbol of positive energy,
good health, and a bright future. Jewelers in Dublin, Ireland,
handcraft this sterling silver Tree of Life birthstone necklace complete
with a tiny Celtic knot to symbolize the interconnectedness of all
things. Choose as many add-on Swarovski crystal birthstone charms
as you like - one for everyone in your family, your best girlfriends, or
simply your favorite colors. Necklace: 18”L. Each pendant approx. 0.75” H.
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G

M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Medium is 34.5” L.

#358122 Dream Garden Baby Alpaca Cardigan $169.00
#226951 Yellow Rose Peruvian Necklace (see page 42) $99.95
#226950 Yellow Rose Peruvian Earrings (see page 42) $99.95

G. HAND CARVED HUMMINGBIRD COUPLE

#362666 Tree of Life Swarovski® pendant with chain $59.95

A pair of joyful hummingbirds dance and flutter as they find
an inviting perch in this jempinis and benalu wood sculpture by
Bali’s Yudi Suardi. Please expect variation in the size and shape
of the natural wood base. 7.5”H x 6”W.

#362667 Swarovski® Crystal Birthstone Pendant $39.95

#348698 Hand Carved Hummingbird Couple $59.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com
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100% wool

D

A. SCOTTISH BORDERS CARDIGAN

Natural water-resistant
and moisture-wicking
properties to keep
you warm and dry.
A

Knit in Scotland by a company that
has been in business since 1946, this
Shetland wool cardigan is a classic
British Isles style. Its natural waterresistance and moisture-wicking
properties keep you warm and dry. Faux
suede elbow patches and quilted faux
suede on the chest resist wear and tear
from bags and camera straps. Handwash or dry clean. 100% wool.
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#361087 Scottish Borders Cardigan $249.00

D. BOILED WOOL ALPACA TRAVEL VEST
Boiled wool has a long history in
outerwear made for life in the
European Alps. This charcoal travel vest
translates that tradition to the South
American Andes, using soft baby
alpaca fiber for a lightweight, naturally
water- and wind-resistant garment.
Features two front slash pockets and
a chest pocket. Made in Peru of 75%
baby alpaca, 20% sheep’s wool, 5%
pima cotton. Dry clean. Men’s M (38–40),
L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#362207 Boiled Wool Alpaca
Travel Vest $219.00

DARE TO E xPLORE

ADvE N T u R E AWA I T S

B. TIBETAN MANTRA COPPER BRACELET

C. PERUVIAN LEATHER LASSO CATCHALL

E. AFRICAN SHONA ELEPHANT SCULPTURE

F. WATER IS LIFE CARAFE SET

Saying or even reading the words Om mani padme hum is
believed to invoke the Buddha of Compassion. Some Eastern
medicine traditions use copper and brass to alleviate arthritis
and increase circulation. These two beliefs intertwine in our
hand-hammered cuff. The Tibetan script for Om mani padme
hum is overlaid on the face. Handmade in Kathmandu, Nepal.
Copper, brass, nickel alloy. 7” L.

Corral keys, wallets, and coins with this hand-tooled
leather catchall. Designed by Johnny Jimenez, it features
a lasso motif inspired by the cowboys, morochucos,
who live and work in Peru’s Andean highlands. Leather
with lacquer finish. Made in Peru. 7.5” sq.

Shona art, created by Zimbabwe’s largest tribe, is one of the
most meaningful art forms to come out of Africa in the 20th
century. As each piece is one of a kind, significant variation
can occur in the color and veining of the stone.

#213657 Peruvian Leather Lasso Catchall $39.95

#301740 African Shona Elephant Sculpture $89.95

Upcycled from discarded bottles, Peduli
Bali etches and important message on a
carafe and matching glass set; Water is
Life. A reminder to not only drink water
for health, but to protect it by keeping
our waterways and oceans clean. Carafe

#301828 Tibetan Mantra Copper Bracelet $24.95
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8.5” H x 6.5” W x 2” D.

11” H, 20 oz. Glass 7oz, 3”H.

#386034 Water Is Life Carafe Set $39.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com
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D. GRECAS ALPACA SWEATER
Indigenous Bolivian craftsmen translate
grecas—repeating geometric patterns—from
the traditional garments of the Tarabuco
region in this quarter-zip pullover. The design
is an interpretation of barroco mestizo, the
blending of indigenous and Spanish
architectural style. Handcrafted in
Bolivia. 100% superfine alpaca.
Hand wash or dry clean.

D

Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44),
XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#301756 Grecas Alpaca
Sweater $229.00

A

A. LEATHER A-2 FLIGHT JACKET
This reproduction of the World War II A-2 flight jacket, originally issued in 1931 to Allied pilots, features a reproduction
survival map of southern France on the lining. Pilot-approved customizations include a wind flap, zipper with storm flap,
hidden snap-down collar points, and flap-top and side-entry pockets. Vintage-style French lamb leather. Generously sized.
Imported. Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).
#301741 Leather A-2 Flight Jacket $595.00

B

C

E

F

Hat Size
Head Circumference*

S
21 1/2–21 7/8"

M
22 3/8-22 5/8"

L
23–23 3/8"

XL
23 7/8–24"

*Measure largest part of head just above the brow.

B. MEXICAN TRAIN DOMINOES

C. AMERICAN RED CROSS FIELD RADIO & PHONE CHARGER

E. ROYAL LION LEATHER TRUNK

F. CRUSHABLE FELT TRAVEL HAT

The object of this classic domino game is to play all of the dominoes in
the hand, forming trains that branch out from a central hub. The set
features a solid wood train station, die-cast metal trains, 91 double-12
dominoes, and a wooden box for storing the entire set. Detailed game
rules are included. For 2–8 players, ages 8 and up. 12”W x 10”L x 3”D.

Stay informed in the field and up to date in an emergency
with this AM/FM/NOAA weather digital radio, which also
doubles as a smartphone charger. The radio itself charges
using solar power, built-in rechargeable battery (mini USB
cable included), or hand-crank. Includes a bright LED
flashlight and red flashing emergency beacon. 6”W x 7”H. 1 lb.

Embossed on burnished leather, golden lions grace an
extraordinary trunk or hope chest. Oscar Pastor crafts the
piece by hand of Andean tornillo wood, and covers the
exterior surfaces with colorful motifs. Wrought iron clasp.
Made in Peru. 24”W x 17”H.

Portable, packable, and resilient, this crisp, lightweight wool hat is great
for travel because it can be crushed flat but springs back to shape. It offers
warmth and protection from rain and sun, and features a water- and stainresistant Scotchgard® finish and cotton inner sweatband. Imported. 100%
virgin wool with a bonded-leather band. 2 7/8” brim. Dark Olive with brown band

#301788 Mexican Train Dominoes $64.95

#327223 American Red Cross Field Radio & Phone Charger $69.95
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#157507 Royal Lion Leather Trunk $529.95

(OL) or Black with black band (BK; see online). Men’s S, M, L, XL.

#304440 Crushable Felt Travel Hat $79.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com
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A. SCOTTISH WOOL FLEECE SWEATER

A

Felted
A

lambs wool,
naturally soft,
breathable and
water-resistant

The simple design of our zip-front sweater hides a 500-year
history of wool textiles in Scotland. The unique material—
felted lamb’s-wool that’s softer and cozier than synthetic
fleece, but with all the advantages of natural wool—
is made by Lochaven in the heart of Scotland’s
traditional textile district of Stewarton. Our greytrimmed, felted lamb’s-wool sweater is soft and
naturally water-resistant, wind-resistant and
breathable. 100% lamb’s wool. Hand wash or
dry clean. Charcoal (CH) or Navy (NV). Men’s sizes

D

M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50-52).

#306455 Scottish Wool Fleece Sweater $229.00

D. EL MISTI PIMA COTTON SWEATER
Lightweight yet warm, pima cotton
makes a superior material for this
quarter-zip sweater that you’ll
reach for from spring through
fall. Crafted in Arequipa, Peru, in
the shadow of the active El Misti
volcano, using extra long staple
cotton that was first cultivated in
this region thousands of years ago.
Made in Peru. 100% cotton. Hand
wash or dry clean. Men’s M (38–40),
L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#362206 El Misti Pima
Cotton Sweater $129.95

B

B

C

C

E

F

B. FLORAL STAR PERUVIAN LEATHER CATCHALL

C. LAGUIOLE HORN-HANDLED KNIFE

E. MOSAIC WOOD-INLAID BACKGAMMON SET

F. LOYAL DOG SCULPTURE

Keep keys, wallet, eyeglasses, and more neatly corralled in
this handsome catchall by Johnny Jimenez. He hand-tools
a blossoming floral star on Peruvian leather, then stains it a
handsome walnut hue. 8.75”L x 6”W.

The French village of Laguiole in the southern Aubrac region has been
home to an artisanal knifemaking industry since 1829. Styles have
evolved, but each is still made by hand from start to finish by a single
craftsman. This knife features a pressed-horn handle with brass bolsters
encasing the stainless-steel blade. Handmade in France.

Backgammon was invented in Mesopotamia and played across
the ancient world. Made by artisans in Lebanon, including Syrians
displaced by conflict, this game board is crafted with inlaid walnut,
olive, lemon, apricot, and rosewood. Checkers (included) or chess
can be played. Colors and patterns may vary. 16” sq. open.

A doe-eyed dog sits patiently, gazing at the person he loves most.
From Made Wirata, this suar wood sculpture is a best friend to your
decor. Grain and color may vary. Hand-carved in Indonesia.

4.25”L folded; 8”L unfolded. 3.5” blade.

#307258 Mosaic Wood-inlaid Backgammon Set $179.00

#213930 Floral Star Peruvian Leather Catchall $39.95

6” H x 4.25” W

#292083 Loyal Dog Sculpture $49.95

#301827 Laguiole Horn-handled Knife $129.95
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A. M-65 FAUX SHEARLING COLLAR JACKET

A

Our M-65 jacket is designed in the style of the classic US
military field jacket featuring insulated Thermoluxe® core,
removable faux shearling collar, and real horn buttons.
Imported. Shell: 65% cotton, 35% nylon. Lining: 100%
nylon. Fill: 100% poly. Machine wash. Do not dry clean.

We found this park-ranger sweater in England
and knew that its rugged features, like
water-resistant Welsh wool and calfskin
patches at wear points, would suit
outdoorsmen the world over.

M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#333017 M-65 Faux Shearling Collar Jacket $199.00

B. MICROSUEDE TRAVEL VEST
This olive microsuede vest easily repels mist and rain while
the sherpa fleece lining keeps you warm and insulated.
Two front zip pockets and two slash pockets. Imported. Dry
clean. M (38–40), L(42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).
#301757 Microsuede Travel Vest $119.95

C. VIKING COMPASS BRACELET
Balinese artisan Henry Anthony Sanny combines braided
leather with a sterling silver medallion depicting an Icelandic
compass in this stylish bracelet. The symbol is called vegvísir
and is believed to help one find their way through rough
weather. 7.25” or 8.5”L.
#340546 Viking Compass Bracelet $89.95

E

D. PERUVIAN PROSPERITY STATUETTE
Peruvian artist Cesar Gonzales combines five natural
gemstones to create this stunning obelisk statuette. Aragonite
and serpentine for health and energy, onyx and jasper for
protection and serenity, and celestite to increase perception.
Approx 5”H x 1.5” sq.

#169543 Peruvian Prosperity Statuette $36.95

B

C

Repels mist
& rain

E. BRITISH ISLES WALKING SWEATER

D
Natural
gemstone
pyramid

This classic sweater is inspired by
a late-19th-century style worn by
English Rangers, who patrolled
the royal forests and deer
parks against poachers. The U.S.
National Park Service ranger corps
was founded in the same tradition.
Made using naturally water-resistant
Welsh wool. Calfskin patches reinforce
the elbows and shoulders. Made in
England. 100% wool with calfskin.
Hand wash.
Natural (NA), Brown (BR), or Green (GR). Men’s M (38–40),
L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

#301844 British Isles Walking Sweater $159.00
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A

Inspired by
Pre-Columbian
textiles, knit
for contemporary
comfort in
100% alpaca

A. CAJAMARCA BLUES ALPACA SWEATER

From fall through

This handsome men’s sweater is detailed
with intricate geometric designs in shades
of blue, grey, and purple‚ all inspired by preColumbian woven textiles. Knit from 100%
alpaca fiber in the Andes mountains, where
artisans have perfected the art of staying
warm in style for centuries. Designed by
Fernando Cano in Cajamarca, Peru. 100%
alpaca. Dry clean only. Imported.

spring, the perfect

D

all-around vest

M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#230165 Cajamarca Blues Alpaca Sweater $149.95

D. TREVISO HEATHERED WOOL MIX VEST
This three-season vest is a versatile travel
option, providing warmth without bulk in
a stylish look for work or play. Features a
vertical-zip chest pocket for phone or cards.
Fully lined. Made in Treviso, Italy. 40% wool,
40% cotton, 20% polyester with 100%
polyester lining. Hand wash cold.
Brown (BR), Blue (BL). Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44),
XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#334349 Treviso Heathered Wool Mix Vest $129.95

C

B

C

E

F

B. HANDCRAFTED WOODEN PUZZLE COLLECTION

C. SPIRIT OF THE SEA FACE MASKS

E. GORE-TEX WATERPROOF WOOL BASEBALL HAT

F. POSITIVE ENERGY GEMSTONE PYRAMID

This set of wooden puzzles by Thailand’s Waraporn Khamsuk is
crafted of raintree wood and rubberwood. Each 2” cube puzzle is
made of several pieces that lock together to form a variety of shapes.
Comes in a wooden display box. Box: 9.25 ”L x 7.5” W.

Thai textile designer Jamriang, crafts a set of 3 hemp and cotton
face masks. Each classic motif textile mask has three-layers
including a filter pocket and ear elastic for a comfortable fit.
Machine wash. Adult fit.

#292535 Handcrafted Wooden Puzzle Collection - Set of 12 $62.95

#383313 Spirit of the Sea Face Masks $19.95

Don’t let brisk winds or chilly drizzle slow your winter explorations. Our plaid
baseball cap combines the water-resistance of
Head
Hat Size
Circumference*
Gore-Tex® with the insulating properties of
M
(7
7
1/8)
22
- 22 3/8”
wool. Hidden ear flaps tuck seamlessly away
L (7 1/4 - 7 3/8) 22 3/4 - 23 1/4”
until needed for extra wind protection. Crafted XL (7 1/2 - 7 5/8) 23 1/2 - 24”
in Bulgaria. Measure largest part of head just
Measure largest part of head
just above the brow
above the brow. Wool and poly blend. Hand
wash or dry clean.

Attract positivity and repel negativity with this sleek
gemstone pyramid, handcrafted in Peru by Cesar
Gonzalez. Features stripes of, from the top: chrysocolla,
aragonite, calcite, jasper, serpentine, leopard chalcedony,
and onyx. Natural stones; please expect differences in
color and variegation. 3” sq. x 3”H.

#275106 Handcrafted Wooden Puzzle Collection - Set of 6 $34.95

#169542 Positive Energy Gemstone Pyramid $34.95

#359798 Gore-Tex Waterproof Wool Baseball Hat $99.95
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A

B

Drawstring

E

funnel neck
100% super soft
merino wool

G

C

D

A. WARM WAVES MENS PULLOVER

E. TRINITY KNOT MONEY CLIP

Subtle waves of blue, saffron and grey add a hint of detail to this
men’s sweater. The reverse knit design adds texture to a classic fit
100% alpaca pullover. Made in Peru by Fernando Cano. Dry clean.

The Irish Trinity knot adorns a faux leather, magnetic money clip
for a handsome and practical accessory. Pewter and stainless steel.
Arrives in a gift box. 3” L.

M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Medium is 27” L

#362663 Trinity Knot Money Clip $39.95

#368347 Warm Waves Mens Pullover $149.95

B. GOTHIC FLOWER LEATHER CATCHALL
Peruvian artisan Johnny Jimenez crafts a handsome catchall in
brown tooled leather with an embossed flower that evokes the
motifs in Gothic stained glass windows. 6” L x 9.5” W
#357216 Gothic Flower Leather Catchall $39.95

C. AKAN ANOMA AFRICAN BIRD MASK
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F

H

F. BALINESE SILVER CUFF BRACELET
Finely crafted sterling cords embrace a rope of silver in this bold
cuff bracelet by Balinese silversmith Yuniati. Made in Indonesia.
Sterling silver. 6” L (end to end) x 0.6” W
#195365 Balinese Silver Cuff Bracelet $179.00

G. MERINO WOOL FUNNEL NECK SWEATER

Ghanaian artisan Awudu Saaed carves an anoma, or bird, on this
spectacular sese wood mask and adds colorful glass beads and
embossed brass plates for a vibrant piece of decor - each one
unique. 17.25” H; 3.5 lbs.

Trellis knit patterns on the body and sleeves make this classic Irish
men’s sweater a standout. The ultra-soft merino wool design
features a funnel neck with a drawstring to keep you cozy no
matter the weather. Crafted in a Mayo County Ireland mill. 100%
wool. Dry clean. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Medium is 26” L

#219478 Akan Anoma African Bird Mask $129.95

#384898 Merino Wool Funnel Neck Sweater $159.00

D. HAND BLOWN BEER GLASSES

H. LEATHER TRAVELERS BAG

This set of 6 handcrafted beer glasses with amber hued handle
and rim deliver an artistic touch to your favorite brew. Slight
variation in size and shape are testament to the hands-on craft
process. 13oz, 5”H.

This sophisticated travel bag from Mexico’s Ricardo Hinojosa is
the perfect travel companion. Crafted of black leather, it has two
carry handles and a removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Zipper
opening, unlined interior, single inner pocket. 17.5” L x 11”W.

#230246 Hand blown Beer Glasses $79.95

#361608 Leather Travelers Bag $249.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com
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D. MEN’S PLUSH-LINED SWEATER JACKET

A

A

Simply a classic, our shawl collar zip cardigan
suits men of all ages and all styles, from the
city to the suburbs and beyond. The cottonblend knit is super soft, with an inviting plush
poly lining for warmth. Features two front slot
pockets. Imported. Shell: 63% cotton, 30%
polyester, 7% yak fiber. Lining and insulation:
100% poly. Hand wash or dry clean.

D

Natural M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#359802 Men’s Plush-Lined Sweater Jacket $175.00

Plush lined,
zip front, slot
pockets - the
perfect all
around sweater
jacket

A. CPO SHIRT JACKET
Designed by the US Navy in the 1930s, this is the classic Chief Petty
Officers’ shirt. Meant for cold-weather work, it soon became popular
on shore leave as well. Our wool-poly blend is perfect as a shirt-jacket
for brisk days or as an insulating layer under a winter coat. Two front
patch pockets and front placket all feature anchor buttons that nod
to the shirt’s naval origins. Imported. 50% wool, 50% polyester. Dry
clean only. Green (GN), Charcoal (CH) or Red (RD).
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

#332460 CPO Shirt Jacket $110.95

B

C

E

F

B. CAMERA LENS TRAVEL MUG

C. AWARD-WINNING ROAD TRIP GAME

E. TRAVEL SLIPPER SOCKS

F. RAINTREE STACKING WALL GAME

This deceptively realistic, BPA-free travel mug looks just like a DSLR
camera lens with details like a focus ring and grip. The screw-top
lid with sliding sip top keeps coffee from spilling as you venture
off road to capture that perfect vacation photo. Plastic with
rubber grip and stainless steel liner. 5.5” H x 3” D. Holds 12 oz.

Relive the fun and adventure of road trips with the family with this
wacky word game packaged in a retro tin travel trailer. Take turns at
challenges like “Name three animals that start with the letter ‘B’”
or “Rattle off three towns that start with ‘P.’” As you complete each
challenge, you’ll motor across the U.S.A., collecting Rest Stop cards
along the way. Some are lucky breaks, and some are potholes! For 2–4
players. Ages 8 and up. 20”W x 7”L game board.

Developed for camping in the Maine woods, these Acorn woolblend slipper socks are so comfortable that Sherpa guides pack
them for Everest base camp. A memory-foam layer tops EVA
insoles for support and cushioning. Durable indoor/outdoor
leather outsoles. Imported. Hand wash. Oatmeal (OT) or Red (RD).

Working in richly-grained raintree wood, Waraporn Khamsuk creates
this entertaining game for two or more players. Using the stick
(included), gently remove the blocks from the wall one by one to see
how long the wall can remain standing. Instructions included. Not for
use by children 12 or under. Made in Thailand. Game 11.25” L x 7.75” H

Womens: XXS (5 - 6), XS (6.5 - 7.5, S (8 - 9), M (9.5 - 10.5), L (11 - 12).

#275086 Raintree Stacking Wall Game $47.95

#376173 Camera Lens Travel Mug $24.95

#306225 Road Trip Game $29.95
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Mens: S (6 - 7), M (7.5 - 8.5), L (9 - 10), XL (10.5 - 11.5), XXL (12 - 13).

#301765 Travel Slipper Socks $49.95
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Classic

A

styling,

D

A

100% super fine

everyday

alpaca, three

comfort

quarter zip
pullover

A

A. MENS BASIC COTTON-BLEND SWEATERS
Comfortable companions for all your adventures, these basic cotton-blend
sweaters go anywhere with ease. 75% acrylic, 25% cotton. Machine Wash.
Imported. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).
#368738
#368741
#368744
#368737
#368740

Crew Neck Pullover - Grey $54.95
Crew Neck Pullover - Blue $54.95
Crew Neck Pullover - Black $54.95
V-Neck Pullover - Grey $54.95
V-Neck Pullover - Blue $54.95

#368743
#368739
#368742
#368745

V-Neck Pullover - Black $54.95
Zip Hoodie - Grey $74.95
Zip Hoodie - Blue $74.95
Zip Hoodie - Black $74.95

D. GRECAS ALPACA SWEATER
Indigenous Bolivian craftsmen translate grecas - repeating geometric patterns
- from the traditional garments of the Tarabuco region in this three-quarter zip
pullover. The design is an interpretation of barroco mestizo, the blending of
indigenous and Spanish architectural style. Handcrafted in Bolivia. 100% superfine
alpaca. Hand wash or dry clean. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).
#362330 Grecas Alpaca Sweater $229.00

B

C

E

F
Exquisitely
handpainted,
realistic
detail

B. SEIKO GLOBE WORLD TIME CLOCK

C. MEXICAN ONYX DOMINO SET

E. MIGHTY STRENGTH UNISEX BRACELET

F. ELEGANT MALLARD WOOD CARVING

With just a glance at this handsome brass desk clock by
Seiko, you can learn the time in each of the 24 world time
zones, from Anchorage to the Azores. One AA battery, not
included. 4” W x 2.5” D x 5” H.

Involving both chance and skill, dominoes make an exciting and decorative
game set. Sierra Family artisans work with natural onyx to create each of
28 pieces and storage box. Colors, veins and opacity may vary, so the dots
on the domino faces may be visible from the back. Made in Mexico.

Passaramon crafts a unisex bracelet with brown leather cords and
a single braid. A gleaming stainless steel bar completes the modern
design. Magnetic clasp. Made in Thailand. 7.5” L or 8.25” L x 0.75” W

Perfect for animal lovers and bird enthusiasts, this stunning wood
carving depicts a lifelike female mallard swimming gracefully. Artisan
Nengah Suarsana hand carves the delightful duck from local albesia
wood, which he then paints by hand in amazingly realistic detail.

#301812 Seiko Globe World Time Clock $149.95

Box 6.75” H x 2.5” W. Each pc (28) 1.75” L x 1.25” W.

6”H x 11.75”W x 5”D.

#344872 Mexican Onyx Domino Set $44.95

#313307 Elegant Mallard Wood Carving $149.95
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#379468 Mighty Strength Unisex Bracelet $44.95
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A. MENS BOLIVIAN ALPACA SWEATER

A

From the ancient Altiplano to the contemporary
neighborhoods of La Paz, the Aymara culture runs deep
in Bolivia. The argyle-inspired pattern in this hand-finished
sweater has been adapted into a traditional cultural motif
while the soft blue and brown color combination make this
baby alpaca men’s sweater an instant classic. 100% alpaca.
Dry clean. Imported. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

F

G

H

I

Medium is 27” L

#384666 Mens Bolivian Alpaca Sweater $225.00

MENS CABLE KNIT ACCESSORIES
A medley of stitches in soft, warm alpaca wool make these
toasty knits from Andean artisan Wilber Calapuja a favorite.
One size fits most. Hand wash. Imported.
Hat: 16.5” inner circ. Scarf: 71” L x 7.75” W.

B. #273665 Cable Knit Hat $44.95
C. #273671 Cable Knit Scarf $79.95

D. DRAGON SCALE MEDITATION RING
Balinese artisan Komang Suastra handcrafts a rope motif
meditation ring from sterling silver. Whole sizes 5-12.
#266555 Dragon Scale Meditation Ring $49.95

E. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PHOTO ARK BOOK
Joel Sartore documents animals in captivity, especially
endangered species around the world, creating studio
portraits of 12,000 species. Foreword by Harrison Ford,
texts by veteran wildlife writer Douglas Chadwick. With
climate change affecting wildlife habitat, this book presents
an urgent argument for saving the species of our planet.
Hardcover. 10” L x 10” W. 400 pages.
#384903 National Geographic Photo Ark Book $35.00

D

100% alpaca
classic men’s
pullover

E

C

F. LARGE BLACK FOREST DANCERS CUCKOO CLOCK

H. PROUD HORSE SCULPTURE

Our deluxe cuckoo clock is part of a tradition that dates to the
mid-1700s in Germany’s Black Forest. A cuckoo emerges to
announce the hour, and a quartet of Black Forest dancers spins
under the chalet’s eaves. Handcrafted in Germany of wood with
resin figurines. Two C batteries and one AA battery, not included.

Expertly carving cedar wood, Peru’s Johnny Chamba depicts a
rearing horse. The realistic sculpture wears an ornate saddle and
bridle of hand-tooled leather. Zamac accents. 13.5” H x 11.25” L

Approx. 6.75” W x 11.75” H x 2.5” D (23 5/8”H, including pinecone weights).

#332971 Large Black Forest Dancers Cuckoo Clock $269.00

G. TRADITIONAL SPIRIT DECANTER SET

B

Both stylish and functional, this handcrafted ceramic decanter
and glass set make a great addition to any bar. Mexican artisan
Armando Sobreyra hand paints the bisque colored set with
elegant motifs. Dishwasher safe.

#232391 Proud Horse Sculpture $149.95

I. AFRICAN DJEMBE DRUM
Daniel Asante carves a djembe drum depicting solemn faces on
the base to illustrate a wise saying “two heads are better than
one.” The goatskin drumhead is affixed by iron rings wrapped
in cotton, and a macramé cord can be slung over the shoulder.
Beginner quality. Made in Ghana. Tweneboa wood.
18.5” H x 11” Diam

#156993 African Djembe Drum $149.95

Decanter 8.5” H, 21 oz. Cups (each) 3”H, 2 oz

#350450 Traditional Spirit Decanter Set $54.95
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